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ABSTRACT
Within the brain, the hippocampal-entorhinal complex plays
an essential role for spatial navigation, mapping a spatial path
onto a sequence of cells that fire action potentials. During rest
or sleep, these sequences are replayed in either reverse or for-
ward temporal order [1, 2]; in some cases, novel sequences occur
that may represent paths not yet taken, but connecting contigu-
ous spatial locations. These sequences are likely to facilitate the
planning of future paths. In particular, mental exploration is
needed to discover short-cuts or plan alternative routes.
John Hopfield proposed a two-dimensional planar attractor
network as a substrate for mental exploration [3]. He extended
the concept of a line attractor used for the ocular-motor appara-
tus [4], to a planar attractor that can memorize a spatial path and
then recall this path in memory. Such a planar attractor contains
an infinite number of fixed points for the dynamics, each fixed
point corresponding to a spatial location.
In this model, a key role is played by the evolution of a lo-
calized activation of the network, a “bump”, that moves across
this neural sheet that topographically represents space. For this
to occur, the history of paths already taken is imprinted on the
synaptic couplings between the neurons. Yet attractor dynamics
would seem to preclude the bump from moving; hence, a mech-
anism that destabilizes the bump is required. The mechanism to
destabilize such an activity bump and move it to other locations
of the network involves an adaptation current that provides a
form of delayed inhibition.
Both a spin-glass and a graded-response approach are applied
to investigating the dynamics of mental exploration mathemat-
ically. Simplifying the neural network proposed by Hopfield
to a spin glass [5, 6], I study the problem of recalling tempo-
ral sequences and explore an alternative proposal, that relies on
storing the correlation of network activity across time, adding
a sequence transition term to the classical instantaneous corre-
lation term during the learning of the synaptic couplings. In
this approach, the biological “adaptation current” is interpreted
as a local field that can destabilize the equilibrium causing the
bump to move. We can also combine the adaptation and transi-
tion term to show how the dynamics of exploration is affected.
To obtain goal-directed searching, we introduce a weak external
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field associated with a rewarded location. We show how the
bump trajectory then follows a suitable path to get to the target.
For networks of graded-response neurons with weak external
stimulation, amplitude equations known from pattern formation
studies [7] in bio-chemico-physical systems are developed. This
allows me to predict the modes of network activity that can be
selected by an external stimulus and how these modes evolve.
Using perturbation theory and coarse graining [8], the dynami-
cal equations for the evolution of the system are reduced from
many sets of nonlinear integro-differential equations for each
neuron to a single macroscopic equation. This equation, in par-
ticular close to the transition to pattern formation, takes the form
of the Landau Ginzburg equation.
The parameters for the connections between the neurons are
shown to be related to the parameters of the Landau-Ginzburg
equation that governs the bump of activity. The role of adap-
tation within this approximation is studied, which leads to the
discovery that the macroscopic dynamical equation for the sys-
tem has the same structure of the coupled equations used to de-
scribe the propagation of the electrical activity within one single
neuron as given by the Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations [9].
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The Neurosciences attract the attention of scientists from all
disciplines and backgrounds. While biologists strive for verisimil-
itude in their models, physicists and mathematicians seek simpli-
fying abstractions that can be cast into a compact mathematical
form. Both approaches complement each other.
Understanding the brain is a complex challenge. To under-
stand the function of neuronal networks, the first task is to re-
duce the elemental building block, the individual neuron, to its
essentials, extracting the relevant dynamical features needed for
computation. Many scientists have tried to study the neuron
simplifying as much as possible its nature analyzing the most
important feature which relates the single neuron to the network
of neurons it belongs. With such a large number of neurons
physicists strive for a statistical mechanics interpretation of neu-
ral activity: instead of describing each single variable separately
they look at the collective and emergent phenomena that can
arise.
The advent of multi-electrode recordings, imaging techniques,
fast optical dyes sensitive and optogenetic techniques has en-
abled neuroscientists [10] to obtain high spatial and temporal
resolution of the electrical activity for populations of neurons
in the brain, which in turn has led to a resurgence of interest on
the biological community in large-scale models of neural activity
and also to many practical applications, ranging from automatic
recognition, data imaging, to learning modules for robotics [11].
In seminal articles [5, 6], John Hopfield inspired a generation
of physicists to study neural networks by showing how an anal-
ogy between a neural network and a magnetic system of spins
can be used to study a simple neural network: each neuron ei-
ther fires or does not fire, depending upon its binary state, just
as a spin can be either up or down [12]. In this simple picture,
a memory is interpreted as a stable state (an attractor) of the
network, which can be recalled in another moment.
The neural network for auto-associative memory proposed by
Hopfield [5, 6] is also known as an “attractor network”. Geo-
metrically, an attractor can be a point, a curve or a more gen-
eral manifold, which the dynamics approach and to which the
dynamics return even if the trajectory is perturbed. Generally,
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the underlying dynamical system is dissipative and often driven
(non-autonomous), since some external forcing acts on them:
the energy is not longer a conserved quantity, and the system
evolves to reach some minima. In the neural networks litera-
ture, setting the coupling during a learning phase between the
neurons to reflect the correlations in activity across the network
allows one to store and recall random binary patterns. In the
physics analogy a memory correspond to an attractor state of
the spin glass. The identification of significant network activity
with fixed point attractors suggests the image of landscapes, a
lattice with 2N states, with valleys and hills on which the dy-
namical process executes a march that terminates at the bottom
of one of the valleys which is a minimum of the energy [5, 13].
Hopfield showed that certain neural networks with symmetric
couplings between neurons exhibit solely fixed points dynamics.
Yet more complicated attractors could well play an important
role in neurobiology. More recently, mathematical models have
been proposed that explain how the brain keeps the eyes still
[4, 14, 15]. Relying on a line attractor, in such models the posi-
tion of the eyes is represented by persistent neural activity local-
ized in small regions of the network [16]. Existing experimental
data are reinterpreted as evidence for an “attractor hypothesis”
that the persistent patterns of activity observed in this network
correspond to an attractive line of fixed points in its state space.
The concept of neural activity that can move along a line at-
tractor has been extended recently to model specific areas of the
brain that play an essential role in the mental representation of
the physical space. Studies on rat that could move freely in
different environments have shown that parts of the hippocam-
pus become active when the animal passes through a particular
position of a environment [17], giving rise to theories that the
hippocampus might act as a cognitive map of the layout of the
environment [18] creating a one to one correspondence between
a physical environment and the neural sheet.
Such neural systems can also map space onto sequences of
activity of cells that are sensitive to different spatial location
[17–19]. These sequences can be re-activated in either reverse
or forward temporal order [1, 2]. In some cases, novel sequences
occur that represent paths not yet taken, but connecting contigu-
ous spatial locations. These sequences are likely to be involved
in the planning of future paths. This mechanism corresponds to
what is commonly called “mental exploration”. It involves the
capability of the animal to imagine all the possible paths to go
from one position to another one. For example, once the animal
knows the environment, what path should it follow to reach a
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given target, for example some food? More generally the men-
tal exploration concerns all plans of a chain of action to achieve
a new goal. In particular, mental exploration could be used to
discover short-cuts or plan alternative routes. Some crucial ques-
tions can now be asked: how does network activity lead to this
mental exploration? How can mental exploration be modeled
mathematically?
Recently John Hopfield proposed a model for mental explo-
ration [3]. In this model, a key role is played by the evolution
of a localized activation of the network, a “bump” , that moves
across the two dimensional neural network that topographically
represents space. He extended the concept of the linear attrac-
tor used for the ocular-motor apparatus [4, 14, 15], to a planar
attractor that can memorize any spatial path and than recall this
path in memory. Mental exploration consists in choosing among
possible learned paths and taking one of them. For this to occur,
the history of paths already taken is imprinted on the synaptic
couplings between the neurons. Yet attractor dynamics would
seem to preclude the bump from moving; hence, a mechanism
that destabilizes the bump is required.
The mechanism to destabilize such an activity bump and move
it to other locations of the network involves an adaptation cur-
rent that provides a form of delayed inhibition.
In this work, I take two approaches to the problem of model-
ing one such mechanism: in the first approach, I consider binary
neurons that probabilistically switch between two discrete states,
in analogy to spin glasses systems that exhibit stable states cor-
responding to local minima of an energy function. For this pur-
pose, I use methods of statistical physics and non linear dynam-
ics to derive conditions for obtaining a localized bump of activ-
ity. I show how the adaptation current can be modeled as a local
field that destabilizes the activity bump.
To reproduce temporal sequences, an alternative proposal re-
lies on storing the correlation of network activity across time,
adding a sequence transition term [20, 21] to the classical in-
stantaneous correlation term during the learning of the synaptic
couplings. In our approach, the adaptation current is interpreted
as a local field that can destabilize the equilibrium causing the
bump to move. We can also combine the adaptation and transi-
tion terms to show how the dynamics of exploration is affected.
To obtain goal-directed searching, we introduce a weak exter-
nal field associated with a rewarded location is introduced. We
show how the bump trajectory then follows a suitable path to
get to the target.
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The following questions will be addressed: given the initial
properties of the system, how does an external stimulus give
rise to collective behavior of the network? What is the collective
behavior of the network for special parameter sets? To answer
these questions, I consider networks of basic neurons that can
exhibit more than two values, such that the neurons output de-
pends continuously on the input. Methods developed to study
pattern formation in convective flow [7, 22, 23] are used to an-
alyze how a bump of activity arises in the network and single
bump is treated as an example of pattern formation [7]. Using
perturbation theory [8] and coarse graining, the study of the
dynamical equations for the evolution of the system is reduced
from many sets of non linear integro-differential equation ordi-
nary for each neuron to a single macroscopic equation. This
equation, in particular close to the transition to pattern forma-
tion, takes the form of the Landau Ginzburg equation. In this
way, I can relate the structure of the connections between the
neurons to the parameters of the L-G equation that governs the
bump of activity. I also will study the role of the adaptation
within this approximation, showing that the macroscopic dy-
namical equation for the system has the same structure of the
coupled equations used to describe the propagation of the elec-
trical activity within one single neuron. The work of this thesis
is divided in nine chapters:THE FIRST CHAPTER is this introduction and offers a general
point of view about the subject I will study.THE SECOND CHAPTER contains the basic information about neu-
rons and its description in term of physics, presenting its
dynamics and introducing it in a network of many neu-
rons.THE THIRD CHAPTER presents the recent model for mental ex-
ploration by John Hopfield, discusses its results and con-
siders the open problems.THE FOURTH CHAPTER concerns networks treated in a spin glass
approach: in the third I sketch the theory for attractor neu-
ral networks, summarizing the most important results and
the concepts.IN THE FIFTH CHAPTER I develop and introduce new features
required for a dynamical model of mental exploration.IN THE SIXTH CHAPTER I analyze the system with graded re-
sponse neurons using a perturbative approach to deter-
mine qualitative characteristics of the dynamics.
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IN THE SEVENTH CHAPTER I present results obtained both from
simulations and calculations of the graded response neu-
ron network.
IN THE EIGHTH CHAPTER I present a more complete model of
exploration that can select one among many different routes
that have been previously learned. demonstrating the net-
work computational capabilities. In this last model, previ-
ously analyzed mechanisms are combined: the adaptation
mechanism that provides delayed negative feedback and
the classic learning of sequences by strengthening connec-
tions based on delayed correlations in the activity across
neuron.
THE NINTH CHAPTER summarizes and interprets the results ob-
tained, and possible future perspectives are considered.
The work presented in these pages is a summary of the project
I did in the Bernestein Center for Computational Neurosciences
Munich. Working in the group of Professor Herz and supervised
also by Dr. Martin Stemmler I had the possibility to go deeper
in the field of Neuroscience, totally unknown for me before, and
explore how various methods of theoretical and applied physics
can be used to study new and interesting phenomena in neuro-
physics.
2 B IOLOG ICAL BACKGROUND ANDMOT IVAT IONS
The purpose of this chapter is to give a general introduction to
the most important features of neurons and neuronal networks,
that have been analyzed in this work. This chapter will not treat
in detail all the biological complexity of neural systems but focus
on those aspects that are important for a physical modeling. The
basic elements we need to discuss are neurons and synapses
[13, 24].
2.1 BUILDING BLOCKS FOR NEURAL NETWORKS
A neuron is an electrically excitable cell that processes and
transmits informations by electrical and chemical signaling that
occurs via synapses. Neurons of the nervous systems can vary in
size, structure and function. Although a wide variety exists it is
possible to derive some common features. Canonically, a neuron
has three main parts:
• an input part, the dendritic arbor
• a processing part, the soma
• and a signal transmission part, the axon
The characteristic feature of a neural network is that the neu-
rons are linked to each other via synapses: these are special struc-
tures that link the pre-synaptic neuron to the post-synaptic one.
These special structures can communicate the outcome of the
computation that has been performed in the pre-synaptic soma
to the dendrites or even directly to the soma of the post synap-
tic neuron. The output part is the axon; usually only one axon
leaves the soma and then, downstream, it branches repeatedly,
to communicate with many post synaptic neurons. The ensem-
ble of neurons, uses the system of synapses to communicate the
results of their computations to each other.
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Figure 1: Representation of a neuron. Figure is reprinted from [25]
2.2 DYNAMICS OF NEURONS AND SYNAPSES
It is important to understand the basic mechanism of com-
munication between two neurons, as it plays an essential role
in network dynamics. The dynamical process is based upon a
cascade of steps that happen on a time scale of the order of mil-
liseconds. To simplify the picture, consider the neural axon in
two different states: it can propagate a signal or be at rest. In the
latter case no signals travels and there is nothing interesting to
describe. In the former, an electrical signal, or spike (or also action
potential), propagates in the axon. When the propagation of such
a traveling signal arrives at the endings of the axon, it causes the
secretion of some neural-transmitters, molecules that often carry
positive or negative charges. These neuro-transmitters arrive,
across the synapse, at the membranes of the post synaptic neu-
ron. There they bind to receptor proteins and either directly or
indirectly (throught further signalling) to flow across the post-
synaptic membrane. This mechanism implies that to each soma
arrive qualitative different currents. All post synaptic currents
flow where they meet and sum together. If the sum performed
by the soma of all the post synaptic potentials arrived within a
certain time is greater than a threshold, generally about ∼ 10mV ,
a spike will be emitted, which is a manifestation of dynamical
instability. If this happens the spike is propagated along the
axon to the other post synaptic neuron; in the contrary case, the
neuron will be at rest.
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2.3 A BASIC NEURON MODEL
A simplified model of the dynamics can be obtained by consid-
ering an isopotential neuron. In this interpretation, each neuron
is associated with only one potential ui, which is the sum of
post synaptic potentials accumulated in the soma. The dynam-
ical model for the evolution of ui should take in account how
charges flow into and out of a neuron and affect its potential.
For this reasons there are three important factors to consider:
• Currents induced by the activity of the pre-synaptic neu-
rons
• Leakage due to the finite resistivity of the soma
• Input currents from outside the network
Mathematically the rate of change of the soma of neuron i and
the process described in the last section suggests that one should
interpret a neuron as a capacitor. It has been successfully pro-







+ Ii + Iext (2.1)
This equation model interprets the neuron as a Resistor-Capacitor
circuit in which the contribution of the post synaptic currents
of the other neurons “charge” the neuron until it reaches it’s
maximum capacity and spikes, thereby discharging back to rest.
In equation (2.1), the right hand side contains the currents con-
tributing to charging the input capacitance C by the potential
du. The first term on the right hand side is the leakage current
due to the trans-membrane resistance R that occurs between the
interior and the exterior of the neural cell. The current Ii is the
total current arrive to the soma from the contributions of the
other neuron. Physically such a current can be represented by
the sum of the different contribution from all other neurons that





Here Jij is the weight in the contribution of neuron j to neuron i
while the function g(uj) in the equation represents the non linear
input-output relation of the neuron: if the potential of neuron j
is equal to uj, then the output of the neuron can be described by
a mean firing rate vj which represents the number of the spikes
per unit time.
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The activity of a neuron is then a continuous variable vj, which
varies between a minimum value v0 and a maximum value vm,
as biology sets saturation limits for small and big values of the
input. It is formally related to the input potential by the gain
function g:
vj = g(uj) (2.3)
Generally this relation is assumed to be monotonic, exhibiting a
sigmoid form. A convenient choice for the gain function g is:
v ≡ g(u) = 1
2
[1+ tanh(βu)] (2.4)
A neuron that exhibits this kind of response is called a “graded
response” neuron and its collective properties will be analyzed
in chapter 6. The parameter β describes the slope of the sigmoid
function. An important approximation to the gain function is
given by taking the limit β → 0, which forces the gain function
to become a step function. This approximation is called “discrete
response”, which is the starting point for a spin glass approach
to the system. In this limit the output assumes only the two
discrete values v0 and vm that can be fixed to 0 and 1 by conven-
tion. These two values imply either the neuron is quiescent or it
is firing at its highest possible rate.
2.4 STRUCTURE OF THE NETWORK
Once the basic unit, the neuron, has been characterized we
can look forward and examine how the neurons are connected
to each other. The last decades, with the development of sophis-
ticated computer simulations, have seen a huge growth in the
neuronal networks [13, 28]. The aim of this developing theory
is to create more and more plausible biological models in order
to understand how such systems work. A common feature of
all network models is that the neurons interact synaptically via
a dense mixture of excitatory and inhibitory synapses. In 1933,
in one of the first scientific proposal for how neurons behave,
Sherrington described his experimental observations [29]:
The nerve nets are patterned networks of threads.
The human brain is a vast example, offering immense
numbers of determinate paths, and immense num-
bers of junctional points. . . .These junctional points
are often convergent points for lines from several di-
rections. Arrived there signals convergent from sev-
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eral lines may coalesce and thus reinforce each other’s
exciting power.
At such points too appears a process which instead of
exciting, quells and precludes excitation. This inhibi-
tion... does not travel. It is evoked, however, by travel-
ing signals not distinguishable from those which call
forth excitement. . . The two are relatively antagonis-
tic.
Many other studies later confirmed Sherrington’s observations.
Among the many properties of the coupled neurons, this is one
of the most important. The coupling in networks we will address
is characterized by a short range excitation and a long range in-
hibition. In a physical picture, this means that the coupling func-
tion Jij depends on distance: two close neurons tend to hinder
each other. Such distance-dependent coupling, can give rise to
spatial patterns and is the key feature for a wide class of phe-
nomena in the reaction diffusion systems [7, 22, 30, 31].
It is possible to write down a general equation for a network
system of neurons represented by the RC circuit of equation
(2.1). However, it is important to take in account how much
each synaptic potential contributes to the computation of the
state of a given neuron. It is important to distinguish between
two factors: each neuron has an input, u, results in an output v
that passes through a nonlinear function g weighted with J. In
a general representation, considering u as a vector, whose com-
ponents represents the input to each neuron in the network, we




= −v+ g(J,u) (2.5)
In the next chapters, in particular in chapter 6 we will study
more in detail such an equation showing how collective proper-
ties can emerge.
2.5 MORE REALISTIC NEURON MODELS
A single nerve cell consists of three main parts: the soma or
the cell body, the axon, and the dendrites [24]. Of course, the
level of detail for each of these three parts of the cell as well
as the mechanism of “communication” between axon and den-
drites that we need depends on what questions want to answer.
Equation (2.1) represents a good starting point in interpreting
the neuron as a RC circuit. However, to reach a more realistic
description, one has to add to it.
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Biologically there are different ionic channels that carrying
current; such current is usually modeled as ohmic and satisfies:
im = gm
phq(u− ueq) (2.6)
where, g is the maximal conductance, m, h are the fraction of
open channels, p, q are non-negative integers: if both are zero,
then the channel is said to be passive and acts just like a resistor;
ueq is the equilibrium potential of the channel. A realistic bio-
physical computational model, based on the voltage and ionic
currents, yet ignores the spatial extent of the neuron, should take
in account all the different contribution of the ionic currents, so











k (u− uk) + I (2.7)
where, mk, hk are the gating variables that obey to a Markov
equation; uk is the equilibrium potential of the k-th channel,
and I is the applied current. The current that contributes to the
total potential are of two different kinds: inward currents, which
when active tends to depolarize the nerve cell, and outward cur-
rents, which hyper-polarize the cell. When the potential of a
resting cell is raised sufficiently, inward currents are activated
and this leads to a further rise in the potential. This positive
feedback results in the production of a sequence of spike, repo-
larization, and spike again.
A good approximation that explains many experimental re-
sults is the Hodgkin-Huxley model [32]. In this model three
currents contribute: the Sodium, the Potassium and a leakage
current. So the membrane current of equation (2.6) now takes
the form:
im = gL(u− EL) + gKn
4(u− EK) + gNam
3h(u− ENa) (2.8)
Many variants of this model have been developed and several
simplified versions have also been proposed, facilitating efficient
large-scale simulation of groups of neurons. Among them the
model proposed by Fitzhugh and Nagumo [9] that we will exam-
ine now more closely, as will derive an identical set of equations
for the evolution of networks activity. The Fitzhugh-Nagumo
model considers two different contributions. The voltage-like
variable V evolves according to a cubic nonlinearity that pro-
vides for self-excitation via positive feedback. A recovery vari-
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able W with a linear dynamics provides a slower negative feed-
back. Such a model has the form:
dV
dt
= f(V) −W + I fast variable (2.9)
dW
dt
= a(bV − cW) slow variable (2.10)
where a, b and c are parameters and f(V) a third degree poly-
nomial. The Fitzhugh-Nagumo model is not only a model for
a neuron but will turn out to be a generic model for excitable
media that can be applied to a variety of systems, including the
network model for neural exploration.
Because of its simple two-variable form and generality, it has
been used widely [33]. The model is able to reproduce many
qualitative characteristics of electrical impulses along nerve and
cardiac fibers, such as the existence of an excitation threshold,
relative and absolute refractory periods, and the generation of
pulse trains under the action of external currents.
3 THE HOPF IELD MODEL OF MEN-TAL EXPLORAT ION
This chapter relates the Hopfield model of mental exploration
[3] on which this thesis is based. First it will review how some
networks in the brain encode spatial information, which is a pre-
requisite for spatial navigation. Since this work concerns how
trajectories can be explored, learned and recalled it is important
to see how the perception of space is linked to these networks.
An applicative axample of this kind of study is also shown.
3.1 PERCEPTION OF SPACE
Biologically the part of the brain responsible of a spatial rep-
resentation, is the hippocampal-entorhinal complex. Many studies
conducted on freely moving rats have shown that in this area
exist neuron networks that exhibit "place fields": they are active
when a rat passes through a particular part of the environment
[17, 34, 35], as shown in figure 2(a).
The discovery of such place cells in the 1970s led to theories
that the hippocampus might act as a cognitive map of the lay-
out of the environment [18]. Different lines of evidence support
this hypothesis. The first is that without a fully functional hip-
pocampus, humans may not remember where they are going
and where they have been: getting lost is one of the most com-
mon symptoms of amnesia [36]. The second important observa-
tion is that a complete and intact hippocampus in the animals is
required for some spatial memory tasks, particularly ones that
require finding the way to a hidden goal [19].
The “cognitive map hypothesis” has been further advanced
by the recent discoveries of cells that are strongly connected with
the hippocampus and that give important information about spa-
tial environments [38] : grid cells, head direction cells and bor-
der cells among them [17, 34, 39]. All of these cells provide infor-
mation that is crucial for spatial navigation: while neurons that
exhibit small scale spatial selectivity are called “place fields”,
other neurons of a second map exhibit firing properties for larger
spatial scales in a hexagonal grid, and therefore are called “grid
cells”, as shown in figure 2(b). Another kind of spatial sensitive
13
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(a) 7 hippocampal place cells (b) Grid cells
Figure 2: (a)Firing fields of 7 hippocampal place cells, in a rat running
around an elevated triangular track. Black dots represent po-
sitions, colored dots represent spikes, with a different color
for each cell. The figure is arranged from [37]. (b) Trajectory
of a rat through a square environment is shown in black.
Red dots indicate locations at which particular entorhinal
grid cell fire. The figure is arranged from [34]
cells appear sensible to the direction the animal is covering, such
cells are the direction cells [40, 41].
These neural networks are not just an interesting subject of
study for scientific reasons but also for philosophic motivations.
The regularity in grid spacing does not derive from any regu-
larity in the environment or in the sensory input available to an
animal: spatial cells appear to code a kind of abstract spatial
structure that is constructed inside the brain and applied by the
brain to the environment, without any consideration for the sen-
sory features of the environment. Thus, the discovery of the spa-
tial cells may provide a verification of Immanuel Kant’s theory
that Euclidean space constitutes a synthetic a priori—a structure
that is not purely logical but is constructed by the mind without
requiring information from the environment: a structure that
is innate rather that learned [42]. Now that the reader has an
overview how spatial information is encoded in the brain we
can go forward and analyze in more detail what “mental explo-
ration” is.
3.2 WHAT IS THE mental exploration?
Once a subset of spatial positions is memorized, mental explo-
ration plays the role in discovering short cuts or planning alter-
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Figure 3: Representation of the different kinds of spatial cells in the
rat cortex. Figure adapted from [42]
native routes. Mental exploration is the process that consists in
discovering a useful sequences of actions to get to given goal. It
has simple applications in problems of finding the right path to
reach some place in animal behavior.
Imagine an animal, for example a rat, which is moving in
some spatial environment, such as different mazes with a va-
riety of colors, patterns and floors. The rat has the possibility
to freely move in these mazes and to discover the space of each
maze. Experimentally we can place a thirsty rat, in some po-
sition of a maze, in which we put a dish of water in position
w. After animal has drunk briefly, we move it to a new loca-
tion in the maze. The animal, once that learned that the water
was available at w desires to return there. It now needs to men-
tally explore different possible paths, between those it learned,
to reach the goal. The important thing is that the animal that
performs such mental exploration doesn’t have prelearned an-
swers to all routing problems, instead it has a knowledge based
of relationships between locations, and uses it to mentally solve
a novel routing task.
There are experiments [43] that can be interpreted as perform-
ing of mental exploration: a hungry rat was first allowed to ex-
plore a T-maze in which the ends of the box were dropped so
that they were not visible from the intersection of the T. After
some time, the rat was removed from the maze and in 25 min-
utes put back at the crossroad of the T. The 87% of the rats chose
to go to the food reward side of the T although reward location
was invisible from the choice point. This simple behavior is an
easy example of a mental exploration: a more refined mecha-
nism will be detailed shortly.
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I will refer to two important concepts in the next pages: the
concept of attractor and of adaptation. Our network, as will be-
come more clearer in the next chapter is characterized by a pla-
nar attractor: after learning a range of locations by changing the
synaptic connections the energy of a localized “bump” of activ-
ity does not depend on its exact position on the network. If
no other mechanism takes part in the dynamical evolution this
bump is stable and doesn’t move. A new dynamical feature, the
adaptation, plays the important role of destabilizing the bump
state and forces it to move.
Biologically, mental exploration takes place on the timescale
of a fraction of a second to minutes. It involves a protracted
evolution of neural activity, often while an animal is stationary,
followed by a behavioral action that directly relates to the activ-
ity during the exploration.
A conceptual difference exists between mental exploration and
other kind of exploration like “mental time travel”, which is a
mental recapitulation of a prior salient physical experience. In
contrast, mental exploration consists of searching for an appro-
priate neural activity sequence that may never before have been
experienced. The key ideas of the modeling are three:
• in conditions for which an attractor surface characterizes
the network, the adaptation can produce a continuous ex-
ploration on that surface
• if an activity trajectory has been experienced that gives a
desired mental goal, the system has the ability of learn it
and mentally repeat it
• the mental repetition has a one-to-one relationship with
physical motion of the animal in the space.
The next section will focus on these key ideas in the context of
the neural circuit’s organization.
3.3 NEURAL CIRCUIT ORGANIZATION
The Hopfield model for mental exploration divides the overall
system of a rat into different layers. A diagram of the model is
shown in figure 4. Two layers of place calls play an important
role by giving exact information about spatial location. These
layers respond selectively to the spatial location with a Gaussian
receptive field. Citing Hopfield [3]
Lacking an understanding of how place cells achieve
selectivity, we simply presumethat a place cell has an
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Figure 4: Circuit diagram and synaptic connection pathways (arrows)
of the Hopfield model. Figure reprinted from [3].
input current derived from the sensory system, and
which provides the location selectivity. [. . . ] Each
model place cell has a receptive field in each environ-
ment α, β, . . . , and these receptive fields are uncorre-
lated. The place cells have no orientation selectivity.
These two coupled layers are responsible of two different things:
the first, the AREA E is responsible for finding an activity se-
quence representing an appropriate route, the second, the AREA
A, performs a comparison to what the animal experiences and
what the animal wants to do. Basically this layer is essential in
any real system because the noise and the imperfections of the
motion in the real space will not be equal to the motion explored
in the mental space. Then the system contains other layers for
producing motion in physical space (Motor & Learning Selec-
tion) and a control neuron S that can signal when a target has
been found by mental or physical exploration.
3.4 THE “BUMP” OF ACTIVITY
A key concept in this thesis is the “bump” of activity on the
network. The previous chapter has introduced the concept that
a neuron can fire or can be rest. The global state of the network
comprises the set of the states of all the neurons. By opportunely
modifying the connections between the neurons it is possible to
have a network where some neighborhoods neurons fire simul-
taneously. We refer to simultaneous localized and stable activity,
as an activity “bump”: this localized activity links the collec-
tive properties of the network and the biological and physical
response. This activity, localized in AREA E, through a relation
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of input output with another layer of neurons, the area A, can
indirectly control the motion on the physical space. For this rea-
son we focus our study about how such bumps can be imprinted
on the network and how they evolve.
3.5 LEARNING PLANAR “BUMP” ATTRACTORS
Consider a network of N neurons arranged in a ring. The neu-
rons contribute to the synapses of the others with excitatory short-
range and inhibitory long-range synaptic interconnections. This
means that neighborhoods neurons tend to increase their activ-
ity against the farer neurons whose contribute negatively to their
activity. For appropriate ranges and strengths, the stable activ-
ity states of the network are N equivalent localized bumps. If
N is large and the bumps contain many neurons, the set of at-
tractor points is essentially a continuous ring (or line) attractor.
There exists an energy function for the dynamics of such systems
and the minimum of this function in N-dimensional subspace of
neural activity space is a valley of constant energy, whereas the
energy increases in an other directions.
Analogously for a two dimensional layer of neurons a plane
attractor can be similarly contrasted allowing one to establish
a one-to-one correspondence between the attractor and points
in two dimensional physical space. In systems with planar at-
tractors, the bump of activity, once it is initialized somewhere,
remain fixed except for noise induced drift.
Once such a bump can be placed anywhere in the network,
Hopfield initialized a procedure to model how an animal that
learns the environment. Basically he considered a system that
can set its connections so that many points of the explored space
become attractors in this two dimensional layer. The connections
are characterized by inhibition and a local excitation: to set the
local excitation he considers the a potentiation procedure imple-
menting the classical Hebbian rule, which states that “neurons
that fire together wire together”. This procedure changes the
strength of the connections between neurons by summing the
effect of near coincidences between potentials of the neurons of
the synapse. At the end of the procedure the connections to
a neuron come from its m-nearest neighbors, with some devi-
ations due to exploratory noise. During this phase, which can
be called “exploratory learning”, connections are learned from
cells of AREA E to cells of AREA A: this kind of learning will
allow to the bump, in the next stages, to drive the corresponding
bump in AREA A and perform a motion in the physical space.
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Figure 5: Trajectories of the center of gravity of the bump location
when started at 49 different spatial points. Figure adapted
from [3].
In a second phase of the learning the system learns simple
paths: the neural activity was initiated through a sensory input
and then the bump could move until it reached a stable point
as represented in figure 5. Just as in auto-associative networks,
in which learning modifies the energy profile to introduce many
point attractors, now the connections are modified to obtain a
line attractor along the path covered by the animal.
3.6 ADAPTATION PRODUCES THE ATTRACTOREXPLORATION
The most important concept about the adaptation is that it
causes the continuing evolution in the pattern of neural activity
that is essential to mental exploration.
If no adaptation acts on the system, a bump can be placed
anywhere along the attractor and remains stable as in figure 6-
f. What adaptation does is destabilize that location, resulting
in the propagation of the bump with constant velocity in either
direction. It is possible to interpret the bump propagation in
energy function terms. Without adaptation, a bump is stable
anywhere and the energy of the system does not depend on the
bump location. Obviously inserting a time dependent term like
the adaptation implies that the adaptive system has no defined
energy function. Quoting Hopfield [3]:
(. . . ) if at some particular time the parameters are
frozen, then an energy function exists (6(g-h)). The
frozen adaptation level for a neuron depends on how
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Figure 6: a) Firing rates of an adapting neuron as a function of time.
b-d) Snapshots of the firing rates of a line of neurons with
spike frequency adaptation, with synaptic connections for
a line attractor. e) A stable bump of activity for the line
attractor system with non adapting neurons. f) The energy
of the system as a function of the location of the bump. g)
With adaptation the bump moves in either direction with
constant velocity, to the right in this example. h) The frozen
energy of the system as a function of bump location, defined
by freezing the adaptation when the moving bump is at the
location shown in g). Figures reprinted from [3]
Figure 7: Time progression of the center of the activity bump when
initiated at a location of a rectangular environment. Figure
adapted from [3].
recently it was strongly active. [...] The bump surfs
on the front of a wave of an energy function that the
moving bump created.
Now the answer is: how does the system perform the mental
exploration, once it has learned simple paths? The idea is that
the adaptation pushes the bump out of the local minima of a
linear attractor and the bump goes to another linear attractor
and so on. In this way it can explore most of the memorized
environment. This kind of motion is represented in figure 7.
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Figure 8: a) Training trajectory used (thick solid line). Mental recapit-
ulation of the bump trajectory after a single trial learning. b)
The spatial trajectory of the animal in following the mental
trajectory (physical trajectory and training trajectory). Fig-
ures reprinted from [3].
3.7 LEARNING AN ACTIVITY TRAJECTORY
The previous section shows how once simple paths are learned
the adaptation causes the bump to explore most of the network.
However the goal is to have a bump that can follow alternative
mental paths, choose among them, and recapitulate such a cho-
sen path by physical motion. For this purpose, Hopfield added
to the network a smoothly moving activity bump, which is bio-
logically interpreted as being generated when an animal moves
in a known environment. During its evolution the system could
generate a furrow in the energy landscape that follows the ex-
perienced trajectory. The learning of the trained trajectory is
showed in figure 8(a). An initial mental trajectory produces a
synaptic modification so that the subsequent mental trajectory
from the same starting state follows the modified energy land-
scape, that now became a valley, as shown in figure 8.
To learn the trajectory experienced, Hopfield used the Heb-
bian paradigm based on a spiking dependent potentiation pro-
cedure, similar to one used to learn the planar attractor. Accu-
mulate in the synaptic coupling matrix Sij the contribution of
the pre-synaptic action potential of neuron i and the post synap-
tic action potential of neuron j and weights it temporally:




When the exploration is finished, for each j connect all the pre-
synaptic neurons with the largest values of Sij to neuron i.
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Figure 9: a) The location of the center of the activity bump when the
activity was initiated at x. Red dots are ends of trajectories
from which the activity bump jumped back to a location near
x (green dots) and re-initiated an exploration. b) The motion
of the bump (blue line) and of the position of the animal(red
line) after learning. Figures adapted from [3].
3.8 CHOOSING A TRAJECTORY AND PERFORM-ING IT IN THE PHYSICAL SPACE
Once the trajectory has been learned the animal needs to choose
among different paths and follow the chosen path in the physi-
cal space. The idea is to initialize physically the motion of the
animal just when the bump of activity has found the desired tar-
get: in this case the motor control unit in the figure 4 is activated
and the learning of the AREA A is applied, otherwise the bump
comes back to the starting point, the learning process is reset
and another exploration starts again. Figure 9 shows two dif-
ferent explorations of a T environment. The animal has learned
about a potential reward at a location w, so that the neuron con-
trol S is strongly activated when the center of the bump attractor
in E is at w. In a different time the animal is placed at a posi-
tion x. It remains stationary for the time it needs to perform the
mental exploration; during this time there is a weak continuing
input that favors a bump of activity in AREA E at x.
Figure 9 shows results of the mental exploration: the bump
was initialized correspondingly to the position of the rat and
moved up the T-maze. Then the bump turns right at the T junc-
tion and propagates to the end, where it stops. At this point,
however, the bump cannot reverse because it would involve neu-
rons recently activated and now inhibited by the adaptation, so
that it appears again to x because of the weak continuing input.
Because of the residual adaptation in the short upper branch
the bump now propagates down to the bottom of the T envi-
ronment, where it stops again and jumps back to x. In another
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trial the bump starting again from x, goes upward and goes once
more to the right. In the fourth trial the bump again moves up-
ward but turns to the left, finally reaching w where it activates
the potential reward neuron. Because the synaptic learning is
reset every time the bump returns to x, only the last path is
represented in the synaptic change. At this point the animal is
ready to perform the explored path in the physical space.
3.9 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION
For his simulations Hopfield used adapting integrate and fire
neurons, for which the dynamical evolution of the potential of










The dynamical variable Jadap is the adaptation current, which
inhibits the evolution of the bump, could be caused by Ca++
dependent K+ channels in real neurons, mentioned in section
2.5. The other currents represent contribution of other channels,
the sensory input that drives the system, the bias of the system
that rests the potentials of the neurons, and a global current that
plays the role of an offset. Now, since each neuron receive input
from the others the relation above should be implemented to
take in account the relative contribution of each neuron with the
others. For this reason the total input current to each neuron can















− µf(ij + Isensory + aj) (3.4)
The synaptic coupling matrix Jij is a distance depending func-
tion with a short range excitation and long range inhibition. Con-
sider g(|rij|) as a positive smooth function depending by the dis-
tance. Hopfield uses a global constant inhibition  so that the
matrix has the form:
Jij(rij) = g(|rij|) − 
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3.10 DISCUSSION AND PROBLEMS
The Hopfield paper shows how a simple system, based on the
rodent hippocampus, generates a mental exploration of possible
actions and selects a desirable path. Recalling the explored and
selected path produces motor control signals so that the system
is able to perform the chosen route in the physical space. In
the system, based on spiking neurons, the adaptation acts like a
force to move a bump of activity in order to reach some given
point. Mental exploration is not perfect nor is the only alterna-
tive. Here I address some open issues.
First of all: the model proposed does not guarantee success in
finding path to follow. In the simulation shown in figure 9, for
example, the system needs four times to find the path to reach
the target.
From another point of view we would like to study the prob-
lem in another physical approach and looking if more complex
path can be recalled and how mental exploration can provide
for selecting a useful route. Also, Hopfield a priori assumes a
planar attractor exists. We want to start with a “tabula rasa” for
the binary networks, where no Jij matrix is predefined. In his
paper, Hopfield engineered a model using heuristics and trial-
and-error to tune the adaptation parameter. In this thesis, I will
try to use methods from physics to quantify the dynamics math-
ematically:
• Can the learning mechanism itself learn path sequences
instead of just locations?
• Can one predict the size of the bump from the neural pa-
rameters governing the neurons and the connections be-
tween them?
• Can one predict the speed of the bump in the presence of
adaptation?
• Can a more simple description of the neuron, i.e. a discrete
response model, reproduce, improve and perhaps explain
in a physical point of view the results he obtained?
Moreover, thanks to its simplicity, a graded response model has
a direct correspondence with integrated circuits and electronic
devices. From a technological point of view a graded response
approach could have applications navigation systems in artificial
intelligence, as briefly mentioned in the next section.
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(a) A graphical representation of a robot in physically explor-
ing and learning a new environment. The green points rep-
resents places of behavioral relevance.
(b) A plan-view of the environment explored, a floor of a build-
ing (60× 23 meters).
Figure 10: Images from the paper on the robot exploration, adapted
from [45]
3.11 APPLICATIONS
The natural methods of spatial knowledge outperform current
algorithms for robotic navigation, which are limited to small re-
gions because of computational difficulties [44]. A biologically
inspired system for robotic investigation deserves mention here
[45]. In analogy to the biological representation of space, this
system decomposes explored space into distributed graphical
network of behaviorally significant places, where each of them
represent a “place agent” that actively keeps the spatial and be-
havioral knowledge relevant for navigation in that place. Each
“place agent” in a physical system corresponds to a local field
and an attractor. Figure 10 shows the covered path of a robot con-
structed as prototype in 2009 in Zürich that explore an environ-
ment, a floor of an institute, with the same behavioral paradigm
observed in rats [46], without any global actor, such as a com-
puter program, having access to all the information. The space
is not represented in a global consistent data structure as tradi-
tional topological or metric-based approaches do. Instead, start-
ing without prior spatial knowledge, the system autonomously
creates a graphical network of independent “patches of knowl-
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edge” at behaviorally relevant places. With the same words of
the scientists projected the robot:
(. . . ) such patches contain spatial and behavioral in-
formation only about their local environment. They
actively control the physical agent - a robot - in their
vicinity, and maintain and update their limited knowl-
edge about their environment, instead of serving as
passive data storage containers.
As these active patches know about and communi-
cate with their local nearest neighbors, they implic-
itly establish the topology of a network that repre-
sents behaviorally significant space. (. . . ) No pro-
cess in the system maintains or operates globally on
the network; in fact, the whole network only exists
because of message-passing between autonomously
acting neighboring nodes [45]
In contrast to traditional methods for representing spatial in-
formation, the network of patches does not need to be globally
consistent. Because all decisions are taken on local information,
local consistency, e.g. in angles and distances, is sufficient.
Many computational and practical advantages derives from
this new interpretation of navigation systems: given the corre-
spondence between the behavior of the rat, the physical descrip-
tion in terms of spin glass and the technological applications, a
better comprehension of one of these fields may help in solving
problems in the others.
4 THE BAS IC ATTRACTOR NEU-RAL NETWORK
In this chapter I analyze the general properties of a neural
network constructed with two state units. Despite its simplicity,
this approach can explain the collective behavior of the network
by relating it to a magnetic system in which each neuron can
assume two spin values depending on whether it is in a firing
state or not. This relationship with spin systems allows one to
use concepts of phase transitions and critical phenomena to our
system. I explain here some concepts and methods [13] useful
for our purpose of obtaining a complete model of mental explo-
ration.
4.1 PHYSICAL MODELING
The biological description suggests some important features
concerning our model. Physically we can summarize our infor-
mation about the mechanisms of the neuron dynamics as fol-
lows:
• There is a processing unit, which represents the cell body,
or soma
• Many input lines connect logically, to the soma
• The input channel is a combination of a dendrite and a
synapse and there are many different input channels to
each neuron
• Such input channels are activated if the sum of the signals
they receive from logical boxes to which they are connected
is greater than a certain threshold. These logical boxes are
the pre-synaptic axons; their logical nature is expressed
by the fact that they can either activate the channel or not
activate it.
It is important to model the last point. A post synaptic neuron i
receives a given amount of post synaptic potential from the neu-
ron j as depicted in Figure 11: to each input line is associated
the parameter Jij which determines the amount of post synaptic
27
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Figure 11: A representation between a neuron and its connections
potential that would be added to the some i if channel j were
activated. There is a logical output line for each soma that ex-
presses the fact that each neuron either produces a spike or does
not. Schematically this operation can be seen as:
• At any given moment, some of the logical inputs are acti-
vated.
• The soma receives the input (post synaptic potential) which
is the linear sum of the efficacies Jij of those channel that
were activated.
• Such sum is compared to the threshold value of the neu-
ron i and the output channel is activated if it exceeds the
threshold, otherwise it is not.
Historically [47] the variable σ has been associated to the state
of the neuron: if it is not active is identified by the value σ = 0
indeed if it is firing is associated the value σ = +1. In this de-
scription the post synaptic potential at neuron i can be expressed
as the sum of all synaptic efficacies of the channels arriving at
the neuron, each multiplied by the corresponding σ variable. In
other words if N is the number of pre-synaptic neurons, the in-





The operation of the “neuron machine” can be expressed as:
σi = ψ{hi > Tri}
The variable σ indicates, in neuronal language, whether a spike
will appear in the output axon indeed Tri the threshold of the
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neuron i to be such spiking state. Already at this stage we intro-
duce some rather strong assumptions, from the neurobiological
perspective:





• The restriction to simple types of neuron, which may be-
have as excitatory and inhibitory, depending on the sign of
Jij
• Full connectivity: every one of the N neurons can receive
an input from every other neuron in the network and can
send an output to it
A further assumption concerns the kind of connectivity the neu-
rons have with each other. An important case symmetric connec-
tivity:
Jij = Jji
Another assumption is about the kind of the dynamics: whether
each neuron makes a decision on the basis of the current state of
all the others, or it takes into account just the previous state. The
next sections will cover these issues. However, first of all, it is
important to link the idea of mental exploration with the states
of spin glass.
4.2 INFORMATION, PATTERNS AND SPIN GLASS
Given that the information is communicated via axonal activ-
ity, it is reasonable to classify network states by a list of simulta-
neous axonal activities. If neuronal activities are described by
discrete, two-valued variable then at any moment in time the
network is characterized by N bits: each bit corresponds to the
state, of firing or not, of a particular neuron. A more useful in-
terpretation is the association of the state of firing and the state
of rest with the two discrete spin states: ±1. Remapping the
problem to a spin glass does not change the properties of the
problem:
S = 2σ− 1
In this way the variable S can assume the values +1 and −1 so
that a cognitive phenomena is represented by patterns of activity
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of the network in which the state of the network is indicated by
a N-dimensional spin variable, the pattern ξ.
In the cont of neural networks, a physics-based approach states
with the Spin Glass theory [48]. Basically, a spin glass is a mag-
net with degenerate ground states and interactions augmented
by stochastic disorder, in which usually ferromagnetic and anti-
ferromagnetic bonds are randomly distributed [48, 49].
There are different reasons for pursuing the analogy: the first
is that spin glasses have many energy minima, a desirable prop-
erties in an associative memory. The second important property
is that in spin-glasses, mutual interferences between constituent
magnetic moments are conflicting each other . This property
of the spin glasses corresponds to neurons that interact synapti-
cally via intense mixtures of excitatory and inhibitory synapses
[29].
4.3 THE NETWORK MODEL
In 1982, John Hopfield proposed a network model that in-
spired generations of physicist to the study network systems
[5]. In this fundamental paper [5] he presented a mathematical
model of a network, in which a large number of single simple el-
ements has “emergent collective computational abilities”. Such
collective properties produces an associative memory for recog-
nizing a corrupted configuration of the network and recovering
missing information. Indeed such system can be considered as
a potential memory device if it has a certain number of stable
states that are attractors for dynamical system. The location of
these attractors is a spontaneous property of the system with
many interacting units. The basic units in the network are either
binary threshold units [5] or graded response ones [6]. In the
former case the units only take on two different states, depend-
ing on whether or not the units’ input exceeds a threshold value.
The connection between the units in the Hopfield model is sym-
metric, yet each unit is not connected to itself. The matrix that
represents the connections Jij is called the weight matrix and
has the following properties:
Jij = Jji and Jii = 0 (4.1)
In the magnetic analogy, spins influence each other as the mag-
netic moments are themselves a source of magnetic field and,
therefore, exert for this reason a torque on each other. This
influence has a feed-back effect, because, if the field produced
changes the orientation of some of the spins, then this change
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modifies the field and acts back on the spins that had given rise
to it. To be more specific, the internal field hinti generated at the





The coefficients Jij are referred to technically as the exchange
interaction. They may depend on the type of underlying mech-
anism which brings about the mutual forces, as well as the dis-
tance between the spins i and j. We have to notice that the self
interaction is omitted; moreover, since each term in the sum cor-
responds to a mutual force (or a torque) between the two spins,
Newton’s third law imposes the symmetry:
Jij = Jji
Suppose now the presence of an external field for each domain








Hebb in 1949 suggested that learning may take place by synap-
tic modifications of Jij which reflects the activities of the pre and
post synaptic neurons under the influence of the stimulus to be
learned. According to Hebb [50]:
Let us assume then that the persistence or the rep-
etition of a reverberatory activity (or “trace”) tends
to induce lasting cellular changes that add to its sta-
bility... When an axon of cell A is near enough to
excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes
part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic
change takes place in one or both cells such that A’s
efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased.
When one cell repeatedly assists in firing another, the
axon of the first cell develops synaptic knobs (or en-
larges them if they already exist) in contact with the
soma of the second cell.
Hebb’s hypotheses, which can be summarized as “cells that fire
together, wire together”, can be given the formal interpretation
that past network activity modifies the synaptic efficacy [51, 52]:
∆Jij ∝ 〈SiSj〉t
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This rule implies that:
• Jij is enhanced when the two neurons are active
• Jij is enhanced when the two neurons are silent
• Jij is reduced when the pre-synaptic neuron is active and
post-synaptic neuron is silent or vice versa
A state of the network at a given time can be described by a
sequence of spin variables Si that each cell can assume: +1 and
−1. Patterns are memorized in the sense that in the noiseless
situation every one of the network configurations
Si = ξ
µ
i for i = 1, ...,N
for every one of the p stored patterns labeled by µ, is a stable
fixed point of the dynamics. From this point of view, when a
new pattern ξµ is “learned” (added to memory), the synaptic









to the pre-existing efficacies. So learning becomes a process in
which the network adjust dynamically its synaptic efficacies to
accommodate a certain pattern ξµ as an attractor. To store p
patterns (with p . N/ logN [53]) the simplest weight matrix we










j µ = 1, ....,p Jii = 0 (4.5)
It’s important to notice that each pattern contributes to synapse
ij a term which is the product of the corresponding ξi and ξj.
These are exactly the activities of the neurons i and j when the
network is in a state identical to the pattern.
In our study we will use the Hebbian paradigm of learning in
two different steps. In the first the representation of the environ-
ment is initialized in order to start with a flat energy landscape
where the bump can freely move driven by external conditions.
Then the system performs the physical exploration of the en-
vironment and the covered position of the space are stored in
another weight matrix. In the second step, during the mental
exploration the memorized paths are activated in order to re-
produce a possible path. If the exploration reaches the desired
target such path is stored in another weight matrix that can re-
call it in the evolutions to perform such a path in the physical
motion.
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4.5 DYNAMICAL EVOLUTION
We have seen that the system can be described by a set of
discrete variables and that the state of the system can be inter-
preted as some binary information. A network state is defined
by the collection of instantaneous activities of individual neu-
rons. In the network of two-discrete neurons it can be expressed
as N− bit word, whose elements are SIi, where I labels a partic-
ular network state and i a particular neuron. A general network
state evolves in time in some trajectory in the space of the 2N
possible firing configurations, a march on the vertexes of a N-
dimensional hypercube.
In simulating the dynamical evolution of the system is impor-
tant to relate the “decision” of the neuron of firing in time to
similar “decisions” made by the other neurons in the network.
There are two different important approaches to the procedure
of dynamical in updating units: the synchronous and the asyn-
chronous dynamics. In the former, all the units are updated at the
same time so that the state of each neuron depends on the state
of the others at the previous time step. This procedure of updat-
ing is computationally faster and was introduced in early studies
of neural network [47, 51]. Yet given the inherent stochastic na-
ture of neural communication, the strong synchronicity makes
this type of dynamics more unrealistic.
The second simplified version of network dynamic is the asyn-
chronous one, in which the neurons are updated one by one, in
some prescribed sequence or in a random order. In this way ev-
ery neuron coming up for a decision has full information about
all the decisions of the individual neurons that have been up-
dated before it.
The process of updating selects a random sequence of all the
neurons in the network and updates their activity states in that
order, then generates another random sequence for the next cy-
cle. The input output relation described above is deterministic:
a given input is always followed by the same output. In reality,
the synaptic transmission is a noisy process and the potential is
not determined precisely by the values of Jij.
In 1963 Glauber [54] added stochastic dynamics to the Ising
model a stochastic dynamics such that on one hand it reflect
the system’s contact with a heat bath at a fixed temperature T ,
while on the other it remains faithful to the Ising energy via the
detailed balance relation. In our case this dynamic process is
identical to our noisy neural dynamics.
The dynamics of the system is defined as follows: the system
is assumed to be at the temperature T and it moves from state to
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state by changing the spin of one spin at a time. Probabilistically,
in terms of the S variable the probability to get a spin variable
in the state Si is:
Pr(Si) =
exp{htoti Si/kT }




This kind of dynamics plays the role of the fast noise which enter
in the system as a thermodynamical fluctuation. The sigmoid
function used to model the response function g, eq. (2.4), can











Which coincides with the function commonly used for the sim-
ulation in the graded response model of neuron, studied in the
chapter 6.
In this kind of dynamics an important role is played by the
fluctuations of the variables. In the classical literature have been
done different analysis in network restricted to the case in which
fluctuations could be neglected. Fluctuations can have several
origins [47]:
• Noise in the elements of the network - temperature
• Finite N, promoting exceptional correlations
• High storage loading patterns in spite of the total number
of neurons: accumulation of a large number of small ran-
dom overlaps between the patterns
However the fluctuations and the asynchronous dynamics have
a number of common effects: they facilitate the transition be-
tween consecutive quasi-attractors. Yet, it is important to take in
account that when fluctuations become large enough, they desta-
bilize the attractors and destroy the system stability to function
as an associative memory.
4.6 A MECHANISM OF TRANSITION
One way to recall temporal sequences is to add to the system a
simple term which can excite the system and support the transi-
tions of the system from a state to another. The problem of recall-
ing stored memories has already been studied in 80’s , showing
how that, without any explicit instruction, a single stimulus (or
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a very short string of stimuli) can give rise to the retrieval (or)
recall of a whole cascade of connected ’patterns’ [20, 21, 51, 52].
In our case, the cascade of patterns corresponds the path the
animal learned. So the question is: how can we set our system to
learn to recall? Many studies with this approach have been done
using the un-biological assumption of synchronous dynamics.
Ideas concerning temporal sequences, appeared at a rather early
studies of the research into neural networks. A more systematic
study of the naive introduction of the sequences was carried out
by Hopfield [5, 55]. His conclusions were that:
By inserting the anti-symmetric part of Jij the di-
rection of where to go next is clearly indicated... It
proves to be much more difficult to persuade the col-
lection of neurons to move from one state to another...
Careful adjustment of parameters ultimately was not
very good... More seriously, the delicate balance of
parameters necessary to achieve this result suggested
that an essential ingredient was lacking. [55]
The idea involves the addition of a transition term to the set












Suppose next that a transition term is added to the stabilizing











The coefficient λ is the relative strength of the two terms. At this
stage, one can imagine that every two neurons are connected
by two synapses, one symmetric and one non symmetric with
relative efficacy λ.
In the presence of the transition term the internal field of each



















If the dynamics is synchronous and the network is organized
with synapses that are the sum of equations (4.8) and (4.10)
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then the network will produce a temporal sequence of the states
spending a single cycle of time in each of these states. In syn-
chronous dynamics in order to have a sufficiently long presence
in each attractor in synchronous dynamics to allow for a cog-










′)w(t ′)dt ′ (4.12)
These equations biologically express the fact that neuron i re-
ceives its input potential as a weighted time average over the
preceding activities of other neurons and the synapses can re-
member the past activities over a time interval much longer than
the neural cycle time. The particular case of the sharp time delay
corresponds to the case:
w(t) = δ(t− τ) (4.13)
What we will explore in this thesis is how can we reach explo-
ration of the learned paths also in asynchronous dynamics. The
case of asynchronous dynamics is more complicated and can-
not always bring a next desired state to allow a previous one.
However, in the next chapter it is shown how it is possible com-
putationally to use the concept of such a transition term to have
a drift term for the critical points of the dynamics.
4.7 ENERGY FUNCTION
The existence of an energy function or of a Lyapunov function
plays a central role in the analysis of the properties of neural net-
works with symmetric connections. Without any adaptation, or
any transition field, Hopfield network has a Lyapunov function
(or energy function) which decreases in a monotone fashion (ex-
cluding the thermodynamical fluctuations) under the dynamics,
and is bounded below. Computation in this system can now be
thought of as by starting from an initial state to a final state by
moving downhill on E. The stored memories can be represented
as the coordinates of the bottom of the valleys in the energy pro-
file.
Stimuli can be interpreted like drops which fall vertically on
this surface; after a long enough time such a drop will be found
at the bottom of the valley which is found strictly downhill from
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the point of initial contact with the surface. Once the drop arrive
at the minima it will no find states with lower energy and will
rest there for next times. The minima therefore are fixed point
attractors.
Two qualitatively different fields are present: the internal field
hint and the external field hext. If we consider the site of the
spin i to have an external field is hexti , then the total energy of













This expression implies that in order to lower the energy, as
every dissipative physical system would like to do, every spin
must take on the sign of the magnetic field which acts on it.
Only then every contribution to the expression for the energy
(4.15) will be negative.
To add the internal field term to the total energy of the system
one has to keep in mind to sum each pair of interactions only
once. This induces a factor 12 to the energy of the (4.15). Hence










Cause the dynamics, at finite temperature, the system can gain
energy, at random, in amounts which are proportional to the ab-
solute temperature T . Eventually as the temperature becomes
high enough the energy minima become irrelevant and the sys-
tem wanders randomly among all its possible states.
An adapting systems does not have an energy function in the
strict sense. At this point [13] we can deal with both the adap-
tation term and the transition term as a term that changes the
equilibrium state of the system on a slow time scale. When se-
quences are learned in the Hebbian manner using the transition
terms in equation (4.9), the Jij’s are no longer symmetric. The
Jtij destroys the symmetry while the fast synapses remain sym-
metric.
Yet in analyzing the temporal sequences approach, due to the
slow action of the slow synapses, we can treat the formerly have
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stable states, best quasi attractors exist. Thus, on short time
scales τ the system behaves as if it were in an attractor system,
implying the existence of a corresponding “temporary” energy
function [57]. The first term in that “energy” would be the first
term of the energy function of a spin glass system which de-
scribes the relaxation of the network into the minima determined
by the fast synapses. This term takes place on a time scale of the







On the other hand the slow synapses act like an external field
hti(t) which is determined by the state of the network at a time









Since it varies slowly within a period τ, it can be considered
fixed and then its contribution to the energy will be a term just





The sum of these two contributions E1 and E2 acts like an energy
for a time of order τ. Considering the effect of the external field
one has to add to E1 and E2, the term Eext{S} given by equation
(4.15).
In the energy representation, the introduction of a time vary-
ing field acts to destabilize the system. As the network settles
into a quasi attractor corresponding to one of the patterns stored,
let’s call it ξµ, the field ht, which can be the adaptive field or the
transition field, acts to raise that well, in the energy landscape
of E1 on a time scale τ. The field starts to evolve due to the
action of the transition term or of the adaptive field. The well
corresponding to the old pattern ξµ to be filled up and the next
pattern ξµ+1 starts to deepen [13]. If the transition field is strong
enough this process will repeat and the network will explore dif-
ferent quasi stable attractors. This existence of a slowly, or adi-
abatic, varying energy surface is one way of presenting the fact
that the dynamical behavior of the network, in the vicinity of
each member of the sequence and for a time of order τ, is robust
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to various types of noise and disruption. In our case, where the
noise is stochastic and the dynamics is asynchronous, as the case
of the Glauber dynamics it is possible to extend the previous dis-
cussion to show that there would be an effective “temperature”
and a free energy which is minimized by relaxation processes
for a periods of length τ. Within these durations the landscape
picture is valid and useful.
4.8 MACROSCOPIC ORDER PARAMETERS
Now that was introduced different states of the network it is
important to define a way to measure different states. Since our
states are binary N− bit words, a natural distance between two
states is the Hamming distance, which is simply the number of
bits at which two binary words differ.
A different measure, more natural for physicists is similarity
of overlap. This is the kind of quantity which maps the prob-
lem with theoretical constructs of the magnetization. Generally
in spin systems with long range interactions such magnetiza-








In the specific case of the network, where the stable state is a
given pattern ξµ, the parameter m should be modified in order
to take in account the average number of spins that are aligned
to a particular pattern vector. A system storing p patterns will



















This definition is useful when aµ 6= 0.
5 METHODS IN THE SP IN GLASSAPPROACH
I will show that the same features needed for mental explo-
ration are captured directly in a spin glass model. This reduced
description is more amenable to analysis using mathematical
methods of physics.
Ideally, to accomplish exploration, there are different steps that
the animal has to perform:
• explore the physical space
• learning the mental representation of the explored space
• exploring the mental representation of the learned space
• learning a useful mental trajectory in order to reach a point
of the space
• recalling the mental path and performing it in the physical
space
As mentioned in chapter 3 there is an important key idea em-
bedded in the model: the bump of activity, that in a spin glass
system is a bump of spin up domain in a sea of spin down, has
a direct correspondence to the physical space. Such assumption
is supported by experimental observations of place cells in hip-
pocampus [18, 19, 35], even though, the mapping of space onto
place cells may not be topographic. However, a model for learn-
ing place cell representation have been put forth that relies on
a topographic teaching layer, as might be found in visual areas
[4, 15]. When the animal perform a physical exploration in the
new space, the motion is driven by sensory inputs, causing a
local place fields to form that we model as a gaussian field. In
the model, there are two different layers of spatial representa-
tion: one for navigation and one for mental exploration. The idea
is that during the physical exploration, the strength between of
the neural layer where will be performed mental exploration are
modified in the Hebbian picture dynamically. At the end of the
physical exploration the second layer has learned all the loca-
tions of the space where the animal occupied. In such layer will
be performed the mental exploration.
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5.1 THE LOCAL PLACE FIELD
There are two different steps in the performing of the mental
exploration. The first is the exploration of the physical space. A
animal learns, it stores each position using the Hebbian paradigm.
Sensory dues to spatial location drive a weak local external gaus-
sian field that maps a point in 2D space onto a point on the 2D
neural sheet. In a physical interpretation, this field plays the role
of creating a state of lower energy so that if the bump of activity
overlaps with external Gaussian field, the bump will move along
the planar attractor towards the center of the external field. In
this way, the bump can track the animal’s position as it moves.
In the wake of the bump’s trajectory, Hebbian learning will have
imprinted the path’s locations onto the synaptyic weight matrix.
The external field has the form:
hext(rij, t) = h0 + h1(rij) (5.1)





Where r is the distance from the center of the field i and the
neuron j, arranged in a square lattice of size
√
N. Generally
we have: h0 ∼ and h ∼ 1.5. The half width of this field σ was
∼ 1.5 where 1 is the distance between two domains. Next, I will
explain exactly how the system “learns” such positions.
5.2 REPRESENTATION OF SPACE AND CON-NECTIONS
Space is mapped topographically onto a 2D network: each
bump at any position encountered during the animal’s physical
exploration of the environment is considered a pattern of activity
to be stored using Hebbian learning [17]. If a bump correspond-
ing to a spatial point is centered around the neuron i, then the
pattern to be memorized is a circular region of spins pointing













Where Tr is a threshold value to change the width of the circular
region. As described in chapter 4 to make this pattern an attrac-
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Unlike the case of storing random binary patterns in this case
the expected number of units with ξi = 1 is not equal to the
number of units with ξ = −1. Hence, care must be used when
applying Hebb’s idea of storing the patterns by making the con-
nection strength between neuron i and neuron j proportional to
the average correlation 〈ξµi ξµj 〉µ averaged over patterns.
In a slightly different approach, that allows for better storage







i (i = 1, ...,N; µ = 1, ...,p) (5.4)
where λ is a positive constant. These equations guarantee that
any stored pattern is a fixed point. One possible solution, for














µ = 1, ....,p Jii = 0 (5.5)
Often it is useful to set aµ 6= 0 to scaling the positive threshold at
neural sites with the instantaneous activity in the network [62].









This offset plays the role of a long range inhibition: for r  σ
negative contributions to Jij dominate.
To obtain a spin glass model of mental exploration we con-
sider two matrices. During the exploration in the physical space,
the first matrix is constructed that creates a square lattice of at-
tractor points very close each other. In this representation, the
mental space eventually becomes isotropic and the bump of ac-
tivity is sensitive to the adaptation field and the local external
field. The second layer, where mental exploration will be per-
formed, is developed step by step and learns a spatial pattern
every time the joint signal of the bump and the local sensory
field from the first layer is greater than some threshold: this hap-
pens when the bump that represents the position of the animal
is centered at the same point of the gaussian local field, corre-
sponding to the represents the position that the animal wants to
reach.
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During the learning phase not just the correlation between
the pattern to store but also the correlation between patterns at
different time steps. In the model of the transition term, for















5.3 THE ADAPTATION FIELD
To achieve a useful mental exploration it is desirable a system
that moves through its attractor points. One can try to store the
trajectory using equation (5.7) or introduce adaptation, which
decrease the activity of neurons after firing.
In the Hopfield’s paper [3], based on the graded response
model, adaptation is modeled as a slowly varying current which
decreases the voltage of the neuron if it is high or increase it
when it is low; this quantity is the current Ja. This current was
coupled to the dynamical equation for the neuron and according













Within the spin glass approach, the adaptation current can be
described as a new internal field that depends on the state of the
system of the previous time step. What is desired is a field that
counteracts a domain of rising activity, pushing it back down
and allowing new patterns of activity to emerge in its wake. A






= −hadapi + χSiθ(Si) (5.10)
where the θ(x) is the defined as:
θ(x) =
{
1 ∀ x > 0
0 otherwise
(5.11)
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= −hadapi + χSiθ(Si) (5.14)
Pr(Si) =
exp{htoti Si/T }




Now we can consider the adaptation field quantitatively to pre-
dict some properties of the system. If the adaptation field evolves
on a slower timescale in comparison to the other fields, it is pos-
sible to consider an energy function which evolves adiabatically
from metastable states towards different minima. In particular
it is interesting to study the evolution of the system depending
on the energy it would have if a bump of activity is centered in
different locations. The next section shows a method to achieve
such purpose.
5.4 ENERGY LANDSCAPE
Using Hebbian learning, we can set a network that can store
many patterns as representation of spatial locations. By adding
adaptation, as in (5.10) the system can be induced to switch from
one pattern to another. Suppose that a network with N (binary)
neurons has been initialized with a weight matrix to store N dif-
ferent locations as a bump of activity. All bumps are exact repli-
cas of each other, differing only in being translated to different
locations.
In the absence of adaptation, any bump state is a fixed point
attractor of the system. Assume that adaptation, even though
it forces the bump to move, does not change the shape of the
bump. The dynamics moves the system between N bump repli-
cas. This, instead of 2N possible configurations of spins, there
are only N configurations for the dynamics. Flipping a single
spin, which will not amount to a translation of the bump, will
result in a higher energy. We can define an energy landscape for
the adiabatic (i.e. slow) evolution of the system, which incorpo-
rates the external and adaptation fields. Each replica is centered
at a point of the spin system. In this way it is possible to com-
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(a) Without adaptation (b) With adaptation
Figure 12: (a)Energy landscape for a network which can store bumps
in a square lattice. Each (x,y) are the energy of the system
if assumes a state with a bump centered in x,y. (b) Energy
landscape for a network with the adaptation field.
pute an energy function εij if the state of the system has a bump



















Figure 12(a) shows how the configuration that minimizes the
energy exactly the patterns we stored.
If many of such bumps are stored in the network, the energy
of an activity bump is the same in each position. The bump,
on the short time scale, is stable everywhere. In this limit we
have a planar attractor. Figure 12(a) for example show the en-
ergy landscape for 16 bumps in correspondence of the point of
a squared lattice: in the limit that this number becomes equal to
the number of the cells the energy landscape becomes totally flat.
In figure 12(b), the same energy landscape is indeed plotted dur-
ing an evolution sequence: the adaptation field increases locally
the energy of the attractor in which the bump is, destabilizing it
and bringing the bump in a more stable attractor.
A planar attractor reflects complete isotropy, allowing the adap-
tation to play the important role of moving the bump along the
surface, on the other hand the position of the bump, if adapta-
tion stops, cannot be still in the long time scale: the noise causes
the bump to move in some direction or, if it is strong, destroys
totally the activity.
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Figure 13: Arrangment of the domain in the simulations: in two di-
mensions, to each neuron are assigned two position vari-
ables: θ and φ. Equivalently the position of each neuron
can be interpreted as arranged in a plane with coordinates
(θ, φ)
5.5 ASSUMPTIONS
We will speak step by step about assumptions and simplifica-
tions we will need in order to proceed. Here I want to underline
a crucial assumption, common to both the approaches. First
off all I will consider neurons as domain arranged on a square
lattice with the same distance between each others. It is impor-
tant to fix boundary conditions and the way to calculate the dis-
tance in order to set the weights. I will consider periodic spatial
boundary condition: this means that topologically our approach
is equivalent to consider a toroidal geometry (but with euclidean
2D norm) or projections of rectangular domains on the edges of
our real space domain, as shown in figure 13.
In every kind of problem the boundary conditions are partic-
ularly important in order to solve accurately the problem. Con-
sidering zero activity as boundary condition will give very catas-
trophic behavior to our system. For numerical reasons and for
a biological plausibility we will consider systems with edges
wrapped.
5.6 OUTLOOK
In this chapter I have introduced some features that I will use
in the simulations: the adaptation is interpreted as an external
field that depends on the internal field of each neuron.
I also introduced the energy landscape interpretation that will
allow us to interpret the most likely states as a minima in the
energy landscape.
6 METHODS IN THE GRADED RE-SPONSE APPROACH
Until now, we have explored how paths can be stored in an
attractor network by Hebbian learning that adapts the weight
matrix of connections. What we want to achieve is a better com-
prehension of the dynamics of the system studying it macroscop-
ically. The idea dominate the different modes that contribute
mainly to the evolution of the system and try to derive a macro-
scopic equation, for the non linear growth and saturation of
these modes, which allow us to make some predictions. The
introduction of the adaptation will introduce rich phenomenas
that will be analyzed.
Graded response networks are the natural extension of the
spin glass approach studied previously, where each domain can
only assume discrete values, and share much of the same be-
havior. On the other hand graded response neurons depend
smoothly on the order parameters, such as the external field
strength, making it easier to understand the qualitative prop-
erties of the system. By taking into account the most important
Fourier modes, we can reduce our network to one macroscopic
partial differential equation so that we can understand the global
properties of the system on large spacial scales.
To analyze the dynamics mathematically, we will use methods
for analyzing neural pattern formation including perturbation
methods, the Fredholm alternative, amplitude equations and
symmetric bifurcation theory. Some of these methods were de-
veloped to study convective fluids [7, 22, 23, 63] and have been
applied to other system, such as pattern formation in visual cor-
tex [8]. Here we illustrate how to reduce the description of the
system as nonlinear integro-differential equations to one univer-
sal macroscopic amplitude equation. We will assume symmetric
coupling between neurons and that patterns of activity can be
elicited by a weak external stimulus that breaks the symmetry
of the plane attractor. Under such a condition, we can derive an
equation for the evolution of the pattern’s amplitude on a slow
time scale and a long length scale.
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6.1 A CONTINUOUS MODEL
Consider a one dimensional circular network represented by a
chain of interconnected neurons. In this description, assume that
the position of each neuron depends continuously on a circular
variable. This variable could represent orientation, for instance,
as a physical variable. In section 2.4 we derived a general equa-





Consider now a network where each channel behaves non-linearly
and each soma sums linearly, with different weights the outputs





= −u+w · g(u) (6.1)
Assuming that the system is translation invariant so that the neu-
rons have a synaptic coupling W(θ, θ ′) that depends only on the
distance between two neurons in positions θ and θ ′: W(θ, θ ′) =
W(|θ− θ ′|). Considering the external field h(θ, t), we can write
the dynamical evolution of the potential u(θ, t) as:
∂u(θ, t)
∂t





W(|θ− θ ′|)g(u(θ ′, t)) +h(θ, t)
(6.2)
The W matrix is the analogue of Hopfield’s “Hebbian” interac-
tions:









where the ξµk(θ) are continuous functions. The introduction of
this kind of coupling is fully justified within Hebbian learning
[64, 65]: since the domain is periodic, we can expand W in a
cosine series:




′|) cos(n(|θ− θ ′|)
(6.4)
If we truncate this expansion after finitely many terms, then the
interaction will be the sum of terms of the form:∫
cos[n(θ− θ ′)]u(θ ′)dθ ′ = (6.5)∫ (
cos(nθ ′) cos(nθ) + sin(nθ ′) sin(nθ)
)
u(θ ′)dθ ′ (6.6)
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which can be interpreted as the sum of different “Hebbian” in-
teractions. The analogy of this description with the spin glass
approach is clear:
W(|θ− θ ′|) ↔ Jij (6.7)
g ↔ Glauber dynamics (6.8)
Now we will analyze the properties of the kernel W(|θ− θ ′|) by
looking at the Fourier modes.
6.2 1-D AMPLITUDE EQUATION
A spectral analysis of the connectivity function can bring to
interesting results; since W is symmetric it has a real Fourier
series expansion:




with W˜(θ) real. Suppose there is an external field that is con-
stant, hext(θ, t) = h, then exists at least one equilibrium solu-
tion of equation (6.2). Such a solution satisfies the zero-th order
algebraic equation:
u = W˜0g(u) + h (6.10)
with W˜0 =
∫
W(θ)dθ. Depending on how much large h is rel-
ative to the threshold of the neurons (or whether the “temper-
ature” is enough low) the solution is also stable. This is what
is predicted also by the spin glass approach, where for enough
low temperature there is an equilibrium solution for the magne-
tization. The stability of the fixed point can be determined by
looking at perturbations, setting:
u(θ, t) = u+ u(θ)eλt (6.11)
and linearizing then about u. Inserting the expression for u of
the (6.11) in the equation (6.2) and expanding g around u we
obtain:





W(θ− θ ′)u(θ ′) (6.12)
where:
µ ≡ g ′(u)|u (6.13)
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The linear operator on the right–hand side of equation (6.12)
is a compact operator and hence has a discrete spectrum with
eigenvalues:
λn = −1+ µW˜n (6.14)
The critical value of µ for which the system behavior changes
qualitatively the stability occurs for λ = 0. This implies that the





A more interesting analysis studies the behavior of the ampli-
tude of the neuronal potential close to the bifurcation point µ '
µc. In this regime the homogeneous state becomes unstable and
we need to treat the system using a non linear theory. Treat
µ− µc = ∆µ as a small parameter and perform a perturbation
expansion in powers of . By looking at the different order terms
we can derive a dynamical equation for the amplitude of the neu-
ronal activity in the case of weak input. We proceed in two steps:
Taylor expanding the gain function g, and performing a pertur-
bative expansion for u. Then we will couple the two expansions,
examining each order [8]. The solution of this problem leads to
an equation for the amplitude of the neural potential in term of
the macroscopic variable z
dz
dτ
= z(∆µ−Λ|z|2) +∆h (6.16)
where ∆h = 〈u1|∆h〉. ∆h is the weak angle dependent part of the
external field, h = h+ 3/2∆h while <a|b> is the scalar product∫2pi
0 a
∗bdθ2pi











This equation is called Stuart Landau Equation. As long as
Λ > 0, this equation describes the formation of roll patterns close
to the equilibrium [7]. It is very important to notice how this ap-
proach reduced our model from a N coupled sets of microscopic
differential equations, one for each domain into a single macro-
scopic equation for the entire system. This equation holds for
the excited modes that become unstable, grow and then saturate
because of the cubic term in the equation. By choosing oppor-
tune parameters in the weight function, it is possible to tune the
instable modes and so select a desirable pattern, which in our
case can be a single activity bump. The detailed calculation to
derive eq. (6.16) is shown in the next section.
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6.2.1 Explicit derivation of the amplitude equation
To solve the problem explicitly we proceed in two steps: the
first is to expand g and u about the equilibrium solution; the
second is to solve the system of equations obtained recursively.
The Taylor expansion of the nonlinear gain function function in
equation (6.2) around the fixed point u is:
g(u) − g(u) = µ(u−u) + g2(u−u)
2+ g3(u−u)
3+ . . . (6.18)
where g2 = g ′′(u)/2, g3 = g ′′′(u)/6.






Defining X ≡ tanh(u/T) it is not difficult to perform the calcula-






















Now consider the perturbation expansion for u in terms of the
small parameter :
u = u+ 1/2u1 + u2 + 
3/2u3 + . . . (6.21)
The dominant term just beyond the bifurcation has an evolution
that correspond to the slow growth of the mode at a rate e∆t.
For this reason the dynamics has a characteristic time-scale
τ = t
This time obviously has nothing to do with the synaptic time
scale of the neuron. Now consider a rescaling of the external
input. Suppose that it contributes weakly:
h(θ, t) = h+ 3/2∆h(θ, t)
With this expansion it is possible to solve the equation for the









W(|θ−θ ′|) (g(u) − g(u)) (6.22)
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At this point it is possible to perform the perturbation calcula-
tions inserting the u expansion (6.21) and (6.18) in the expression
above. The expansion is:
µ ' µc + ∆µ
Collecting terms with equal powers of  comes a hierarchy of
equations of the form:
u = W˜0g(u) + h (6.23a)
Lu1 = 0 (6.23b)
Lu2 ≡ v1 (6.23c)
= −g2W ∗ u21
Lu3 ≡ v2 (6.23d)







where has been defined the operator L as
L = −u+ µcW ∗ u (6.24)
and ∗ denotes the convolution operation:





W(θ− θ ′)u(θ ′)
The O(1) equation (6.23a) determines the fixed point u we al-
ready derived. Indeed the O(1/2) equation, (6.23b), has solu-
tions of the form:
u1 = z(τ)e
iθ + z∗(τ)e−iθ
A dynamical equation for the complex amplitude z(τ) can be ob-
tained by deriving resolvability conditions for the higher–order
equations. These equations have the general form:
Lun = vn(u0,u1, ...,un−1) (6.25)
This problem can be put in an equivalent form:
〈vn|Lun〉 = 0 (6.26)
A way to solve the system is to consider the Fredholm theorem,
or Fredholm alternative [66, 67]. The Fredholm theorem states
that either the equation:
Lun = 0
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has no trivial solutions or the adjoint homogeneous equation
L†vn = 0
has a non trivial solution vn 6= 0. In this case the theorem says
that:
Lun = wn
has solution if and only if:
〈wn|vn〉 = 0
for all non zerown satisfying the homogeneous equation L†wn =
0. Clearly if Lun = wn has a solution then:
〈wn|vn〉 = 〈Lun|vn〉 = 〈un|L†vn〉 for vn 6= 0
such that L†vn = 0. One way to solve the system is to consider
the inner product of equation of u1 with O() and O(3/2):
〈u1|Lu2〉 = 〈u1|− g2W ∗ u21〉 (6.27)
〈u1|Lu3〉 = 〈u1|− g3W ∗ u32 − 2g2W ∗ u1u2 + [
∂u1
∂τ
−∆µW ∗ u1] −∆h〉
Now, L is self-adjoint with respect to this inner product and so:
〈u1|Lun〉 = 〈Lu1|un〉 = 0
Looking at the second term of the system we get a set of resolv-
ability conditions
〈u1|vn〉 = 0 n > 2
The O() resolvability condition 〈u1|vn〉 = 0 is automatically




−∆µW ∗u1〉 = g3〈u1|W ∗u31〉+2g2〈u1|W ∗u1u2〉+ 〈u1|∆h〉
(6.28)
We can split the inner product in a term and its complex conju-
gate. For this reason we can concentrate just on the u1 compo-
nent eiθ. First we have:
〈u1|∂u1
∂τ
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(6.30)
We have used that for any b
〈eiθ|W ∗ b〉 = 〈W ∗ eiθ|b〉 = W˜1〈eiθ|b〉
To the integral (6.30) survives just the term with zero frequency
so we obtain:
〈eiθ|W ∗ u31〉 = 3W˜1z|z|2






W(|θ− θ ′|)u2(θ ′) = (6.31)





W(|θ− θ ′|)u1(θ ′)2
= g2[z
2W˜2e




−2iθ +U0 + ζu1(θ) (6.33)
The constant ζ remains undetermined at this order of pertur-
bation but does not appear in the amplitude equation for z(τ).


















Finally, we have the second term of the right hand side of equa-
tion (6.28) that results:









At the end, combining equations (6.29), (6.30), (6.35) we obtain




= z(∆µ−Λ|z|2) +∆h (6.36)
where ∆h = 〈u1|∆h〉 and:











This concludes the calculation to obtain the Stuart Landau equa-
tion (6.16).
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6.3 A CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM OF MODES LEADSTO GINZBURG-LANDAU EQUATION
If the unstable modes within a band around kc are a large
number the kind of treatment of the expansion of the modes
is different. Until now it has been analyzed a discretized spec-
trum of instable modes and the analysis held just for few instable
modes. Basically, if the width of the unstable band relates width






it is possible to extend the analysis to a great number of instable
modes and perform the analysis in the continuous way taking
in account the all band of instability. Consider the equation for
the stability of the modes:
λ(k) = −1+ µW˜(k) (6.38)
Now we are assuming a continuous spectrum of modes so that




Expand the dispersion relation (6.38) about the critical wavenum-
ber kc and take in account that dW˜dk (kc) is a maximum:













∆µ = µ− µc α ≡ −µcW˜ ′′(kc)/2 > 0
we have:
λ(k) = −1+ µcW˜0(kc) +∆µW˜(kc) −α(k− kc)
2 + ... (6.40)
Since W˜0(kc) = 1/µc the equation becomes:
λ(k) = ∆µW˜0(kc) −α(k− kc)
2 + ... (6.41)
Similarly to what we did in the last section we can introduce a
small parameter  and setting ∆µ = 2 we see that the unsta-
ble state occupies a band of with O() and the rate of growth
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Figure 14: A modulated pattern. The carrier wave eikcx has wave-
length 2pikc . The modulation occurs because a band of
wave numbers of width O() centered around the critical
wavenumber kc also contributes to the pattern, leading the
envelope U(X, Y, T) to vary on a O(1/) length scale in x.
of the patterns is O(2). Indeed the interaction of two or more
modes within the unstable band produces the spatial modula-
tion of macroscopic amplitude on a length scale that is O(1/)
compared to the pattern wave length 2pi/kc, as represented in
figure 14.
Within a multi-scale perturbation expansion procedure, this
corresponds to spatial scale X = x. Similarly, the slow growth
rate of the patterns implies that there is a slow time scale T = 2t.
Practically our system is described by a macroscopic modulation
of the amplitude and a slow modulation of the wavenumber.
To clearness consider the band of instable modes around k =
kc. These modes are taken into account by considering a wave
packet of the form:
u(x,y,X, Y, T) = [U(X, Y, T)eikc·r +U∗(X, Y, T)e−ikc·r]
where U(X, Y, T) represents a slowly varying envelope of the pat-
tern. To obtain the temporal evolution of the macroscopic ampli-
tude U(X, Y, T) we have to calculate the Laplace transform of the
equation (6.41). So results:
λ = L−1{∆µW˜0(kc)−α(k−kc)






= ∆µW˜0(kc) +αO2W˜ (6.43)
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For the cubic term can be performed a calculation similar to the





defining the parameter β ≡ 3g3µc and ω ≡ ∆µW˜0(kc) the global
equation takes the form of a Ginzburg Landau equation:




U(X, Y, T) (6.44)
Note how such equation is invariant respect to the transforma-
tion U → Uiφ, which reflects the translation invariance of the
system. In the next section will be analyzed how adding the
adaptation provide traveling wave solution and how they can be
studied.
6.4 THE MACROSCOPIC BEHAVIOR WITH THEADAPTATION
In the two dimensional case richer phenomena can arise. The
Landau Ginzburg equation can describe many kinds of different
instabilities that can lead to the formation of different patterns
like hexagons, stripes or disordered state. In our case we could
observe different patterns by tuning a parameter in our system
such as the temperature or the weight function. Introducing the
adaptation current has interesting consequences: the effect of the
adaptation current is always to decrease the activity of already
active cells and reduce it for low active ones. It can be expressed












= −Jadap(θ, t) + χu(θ, t) (6.46)
It is possible to decompose Jadap into Fourier components of
space on a slow time scale and then take them into account in
deriving the amplitude equations for the system in the same way











= −Jadap(X, Y, T) + χU(X, Y, T) (6.48)
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The form of these two coupled differential equations is identi-
cal to the well known Fitzhugh Nagumo model introduced in
section 2.5 in the equations (2.9) and (2.10):
dV
dt
= f(V) −W + I fast variable (6.49)
dW
dt
= a(bV − cW) slow variable (6.50)
Here f(V) was a third order polynomial. We want to point out
that a macroscopic equation for a system of many neurons near
the equilibrium, where our expansion holds, has the same form
that one uses to model the evolution of a single neuron. With this
approach, we can obtain conditions to observing a propagating
wave; in other words, the condition for deriving a moving bump.
6.5 WAVE FRONT AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
In the last section has been derived the Ginzburg Landau equa-
tion and it has been shown how inserting the adaptation brings
to a set of coupled equations whose have the same structure
of the Fitzhugh Nagumo model. We would like now to study
which kind of propagating waves can exist and if are stable or
not. Consider a traveling wave solution to the set of equations
(6.47) with a transformation of variables:
U(X, T) = U˜(X− vT) = U˜(ξ) (6.51)
J(X, T) = J˜(X− vT) = J˜(ξ) (6.52)










With this transformation, the amplitude equation (6.47) and the
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The key point now is analyzing the contribute of the adaptation
current treating it as a small perturbation. Since in our regimes
(1/τ 1) it is possible to consider  = 1/τ as a small parameter.
In this view a key feature of the perturbation is that the order
of the system changes when (−J+U) = 0. In our conditions
J  χU so that we can just study the sign of . For  = 0 the
J˜ is determined by the initial condition of the system and it cor-
responds to the trivial case. A different behavior of the system
is for 0 <   1: in this regime there is a pulse-like traveling
wave solution (or a solitary wave), no matter how small  is, this
solitary wave exists. In order to investigate the propagation of
such wave consider perturbations to the zero activity state. It is
possible to express v, U and J as power series in  [69], thus :
v = v0 + v1 + 
2v2 + ...
U = U0 + U1 + 
2U2 + ...
J = J0 + J1 + 
2J2 + ...
Defining F(U) ≡ −(ω− β|U|2)U, substituting the above expan-
sions into equations (6.56), (6.57), (6.58) and equating terms at






























= −J0 + χU0 (6.62)







= −J0 + χU0 (6.64)
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6.5.1 Solving the first order equation
The goal now is to solve the zero-th order equation (6.64) so
that the terms U0 and v0 could be known [70]. A numerical
calculation can be performed to solve such equation but an ana-
lytical solution is more desirable in order to have a dependence
of the parameters to the result. The assumption to solve the
zero-th order equation and go forward in the calculations is that
considering a state to the equilibrium, the contribution of the
adaptation current to the amplitude can be neglected: J0  U0.














































To find a trajectory that corresponds to a physically meaningful
solution of the original PDE it is necessary that (U,W) remains
bounded as ξ → ±∞. To satisfy this condition the velocity of
the traveling wave v0 can be adjusted in order that the trajectory
in the phase space is the same approaching it from ξ→ ±∞. In
this way the traveling wave speed is fixed by the condition that
the solution must be physically realistic. To solve the equation,
start with a trial trajectory that intersects two singular points:















Dividing the left and the right sides of equations (6.66) and (6.65)
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The two expressions (6.70) and (6.69) shall hold for every U so it
is necessary to choose K = ± 1√
2α
. Comparing (6.70) and (6.69)






















which can be integrated to obtain monotonically increasing or












The parameter α, β and ω have been defined in section 6.3 and
result:
α ≡ −µcW˜ ′′(kc)/2 β ≡ 3g3
µc
ω ≡ ∆µW˜0(kc)
6.5.2 First order correction
In the section above we calculated the shape and the velocity
of the traveling wave to the zero-th order. We want to calculate
















= −J0 + χU0 (6.75)








Now every term on the left hand side of the (6.74) is known
except the value v1. It can be selected to satisfy the Fredholm








− F ′(U0) (6.77)
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we can rewrite Equation (6.74) in the form:




From the differentiation of equation (6.65) with respect to ξ, dV0dξ







− F ′(U0) (6.79)
for the Fredholm theorem the null space spanned by all the func-
tions that satisfy the relation:
L†ψ = 0
are orthogonal to the solution of the problem (6.78). In the case




In order to find the solution to the problem (6.74) we need to
find functions orthogonal to ψ. Thus:
v1 =
∫∞
















The first term on the right hand side of this expression gives the
traveling wave velocity when  and the recovery variable J are
both equal to zero. The second term, which is negative, gives an
O() correction to the traveling wave velocity, assuming that the
pulse retains its zero-order shape. The final (unevaluated) term
accounts for variations in the traveling wave velocity that arise
from changes in the pulse shape.
Clearly this procedure is not appropriate for the unstable im-
pulse of low velocity with
v0 = 0
In this case we can use a perturbation expansion of the form [69]:
v = v0 +
√
v1 + v2 + ...
U = U0 +
√
U1 + U2 + ...
J = J0 +
√
J1 + J2 + ...
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In this chapter I analyzed properties of a network with graded
response neurons. We related this neuron model with the two
states model and we showed that in the vicinity of the equilib-
rium point the system can be described by the Stuart-Landau
equation (6.16), whose parameters depend on the weight prop-
erties.
If the number of unstable modes s large, it is possible to de-
rive the equation for the carrier wave that modulates the critical
mode. In such regime the adaptation current generates solitary
traveling waves from patterns created by unstable modes: the
macroscopic dynamical equations derived have the same struc-
ture as the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model.
Using a perturbation analysis around the equilibrium point, I
studied the solitary propagation and I related the shape and the
velocity of the wave to the weight properties. The wave propa-
gation enables the network to explore the space.
7 RESULTS
This chapter presents the results obtained with the methods
presented previously. It is divided in two main parts: the first is
dedicated to networks with graded response neurons, compar-
ing predictions from perturbation theory to simulations of the
full system. This approach will lead us to interpret a bump of
activity as a non linear composition of instable modes that can
be predicted by a spectral analysis of the weight matrix.
In the second part computational results are presented for spin
glass networks in three steps, each corresponding to different
phase of mental exploration:
• exploration of the environment with a single bump of ac-
tivity on the network and a varying local field topographi-
cally representing a place that the animal want to reach
• building a weight matrix that can store a useful path.
• successfully recalling of a path
7.1 GRADED RESPONSE APPROACH IN ONEDIMENSION
The graded response approach allows to understand how the
qualitative properties of the weight function w bring to the for-
mation of the bump of activity. This analysis allow to predict
which modes will be selected, the shape of activity pattern and
the dynamical evolution for the growing far from saturation.
It is also important to understand the limitations of the theo-
retical calculations performed in chapter 6. For this reason we
compared the measured steady-state amplitude for a selected
mode and the theoretical prediction, so as to estimate the error
done by truncating the expansion that led to equation (6.16). For
this reason were studied, changing how close the order parame-
ter was to the critical values, the scaling properties of the system
changing the closeness to the critical point.
The network used for the simulations was a one dimensional
ring of units (N = 1000 neurons): to each neuron in the discrete
position of the lattice ri (with 0 < i 6 N) was associated an angle
64
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θi =
2pi
N i. Such network has periodic boundary conditions, for
such circular chain was:
u(r) = u(2pi+ r) (7.1)
The neurons of the network are connected similarly to the neu-
rons connected in the spin glass approach. The dynamical evo-









W(|θ− θ ′|)g(u(θ ′, t)) +h(θ, t)
In particular: g(uθ) = 12(1+ tanh
uθ
T ). The weight function used
W(|θ − θ ′|) is symmetric, translation-invariant and has equal
strength between excitation and inhibitions, so that:∫
W(r)dr = 0
Now, let’s look back to a weight matrix used to encode a spatial








µ) µ = 1, ....,p Jii = 0
where ξµ represents a gaussian bump localized somewhere and









In the continuous case, I can consider the aµ as a fixed offset
(−a is negative) and
∑
µ ξ
µ as sum of patterns with a Gaussian

















7.1.1 Selection of modes and dynamical evolution
Explore how the graded response network responds to small
perturbation near the critical point µc, and how the instable
modes are activated and selected. For this purpose, we will
compare the evolution of the amplitude of the unstable mode
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(a) Fourier modes (b) Temporal evolution
Figure 15: (a) Plot of the Fourier modes given by (7.4). (b) Temporal
evolution of the amplitude for one mode with predicted
steady amplitude u = 1.06. ∆µ = 0.724, Λ = 18.518,  ≡
∆µ/µ = 0.093, σ = 180, A = 2
obtained from a multiple scales perturbation approach and the
evolution of the full system in one dimension in the vicinity of
the critical point. If just a few modes are instable, then the sys-
tem can be described by equation (6):
du
dτ
= u(∆µ−Λ|u|2) +∆h (7.3)
Consider the weight function in the graded response case which
governs the dynamical evolution of each domain, as given by
equation (6.1). The weight kernel used, eq. (7.2) is symmetric so















A typical spectrum is plotted in figure 15(a).
If a few modes become instable the Stuart Landau equation
(6.16) holds which can give a good prediction for the amplitude
growth of the instable modes. Setting the parameters of the ker-
nel such that µW˜n is greater than unity, the amplitude of the
stable pattern that arises can be predicted. Once that through
a spectral study we can determine the unstable modes, we can
consider the growing rate for the first time steps for ∆h = 0 and
small perturbation as initial condition. For |u| 1 the dominant
term of the dynamical evolution is ∆µ, so that the for the initial
times u will grow as:
|u| ∼ e∆µτ = e∆µt
The growing of one mode selected is plotted in figure 15(a) to-
gether with the theoretical prediction.
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(a) One mode (b) Two modes
Figure 16: Experimental results of the steady state of the system: one
or two instable modesIn blue fit perfectly with the theoret-
ical previsions, in red; amplitude showed a0 = 0.56 and
a1 = 0.14).
From the theoretical analysis performed in chapter 6 we have:
µ ∼ −X
2−1
2T . Indeed Λ is given by:










Experimental results are well in agreement with the theoretical
predictions of the amplitude of the steady state as shown in fig-
ures 16 (a) and (b). The simulated results are in agreement with
the perturbative prediction as the sum of two cosines with the
appropriate amplitudes in these figures clearly the experimental
results can be obtained as the sum of just two cosines with the
opportune amplitude
7.1.2 Scaling with ∆µ and the temperature
If just a few modes are unstable holds the Stuart-Landau equa-
tion (7.3). In the previous section I showed how the unstable
modes can be determined and predicted. Now I presents the
range of validity of the approximation done through a scaling
study. By changing the synaptic weight function W(r) we can
obtain different values for Λ and ∆µ as given by equations (6.37),
(6.13) and (6.15). For ∆h = 0, at the steady state, the amplitude






It is possible to write all in terms as of the temperature. From the
analytical calculations in section 6.2.1 we derived g2 = g ′′(u)/2
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(a) Steady amplitude (b) Ratio of th/exp
Figure 17: (a) Steady amplitude for different  ≡= ∆µ/µc and T .
Dashed lines are theoretical prediction. Temperature of
T = 0.2 at the bottom, T = 0.4, T = 0.6 and T = 0.8 at the
top.(b) Ratio of experimental and theoretical amplitudes for
all temperatures

















If the system has a first order solution of the equation for the
zeroth order equilibrium (6.28) with u = 0, also X = 0, so that
the parameters g2 and g3 can be easily obtained:




Now, if the temperature governing the nonlinearity g is constant,
Λ can be kept fixed for the same temperatures, so that the ex-
pected scaling of u is
|u| ∼ ∆µ1/2 (7.7)
Figure 17(a) shows a clear universal scaling of the amplitude
depending of  ≡ ∆µµc , for different temperatures. Was studied
the relative matching from theory and experiments. Figure 17(b)
shows the ratio between experimental and theoretical amplitude
at the steady state of the data plotted in figure 17(a). The ac-
cordance of the theoretical and experimental amplitude doesn’t
depend on the temperature, as expected, but just on the distance
from µc. The ratio starts very close to 1 and goes to ∼ %18 for
 ∼ 0.35. Results show an error of 10% in the prediction for
 ∼ 0.15.
The scaling with the temperature has been studied. For this
purpose it is important to look at the parameter of the calcula-
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(a) Linear scaling with T (b) Steady state
Figure 18: (a) Linear scaling with the temperature. Plot for three dif-
ferent . From the bottom to the top:  = 0.093, 0.200, 0.349.
(b) Steady amplitude for different  ≡ ∆µ/µc, T and with
f(x) = x− x3
tions performed in chapter 6. For u = 0 and varying the temper-
ature, the expected scaling for z is:
z ∼ T
the theoretical and the observed prediction is a linear scaling
with T , results are plotted in figure 18(a).
7.1.3 Truncation of the non linearity to a third order polyno-mial
The previous study followed a perturbative approach approxi-
mating the firing non-linear function g to the third order. Results
obtained showed an error . 10% for  . 0.15. In this section we
show that the result is exact if we replace g by a third order poly-
nomial the non linear function in the system. Since the original
function was used g(x) = 12(1+ tanh(x))
x→0−−−→∼ x− x3 now is











In this way the higher order coefficients of the expansion of g
are trivially equal to zero and the solution is exact. Figure 18(b)
shows the steady state amplitude with this new firing function.
In spite of the agreement of theory and computer simulations,
such a function will not be used in numerical simulations: for
values of the variable u/T not close to zero the polynomial does
not saturate, resulting in undesirable behaviors.
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7.2 EXPLORATION IN GRADED RESPONSE AP-PROACH
In the last section I showed how different modes can be se-
lected: in this case, the Stuart Landau equation (6.16) holds. De-
pending on the weight properties we can have many unstable
modes, with adaptation the amplitude equation reduces to the
Fitzhugh-Nagumo model.
Nevertheless to keep the discussion simple and close to the
spin glass model studied in the next section, consider the selec-
tion of just the first mode. We can extend the graded response
model to include a nonlinearity f(u) that describes the conver-
sion of a voltage-like variable into a measured firing rate, which
can include a threshold. By appropriately choosing f(u), the
mode that evolves according to the amplitude equation is sharp-
ened in space, so that we obtain a highly localized bump of firing
activity.
Proceed as described, a sharp bump of activity was obtained,
which could move along a large network (500× 500) given by
the fact that the simulation could be performed in the reciprocal
Fourier space.
For clarity I now show results of exploration obtained in the
spin glass approach although trial simulations have shown com-
putational properties also for the graded response neuron net-
works: these simulations lead to results similar to those obtained
in the spin glass model and presented in the next section.
7.3 THE SPIN GLASS ALGORITHM
In the second part of the numerical simulations, a spin glass
system that can perform “mental exploration” is constructed.
The simulations were done in Matlab for its versatility in nu-
merical manipulation matrices and its built-in functions for nu-
merical and analytical calculations. The algorithm used in the
simulations followed these logical steps:INITIALIZING THE SYSTEM: setting the initial values for all the
cells and I building the weight matrix1.UPDATING: solving numerically eq. (5.14), the dynamic equa-
tion for each domain, using the Glauber dynamics dis-
cussed in section 4.5: 1) A random order of all domains is
1 To build the weight matrix, either Hebbian learning was performed, or the
connections to a single neuron were set according to some function, and then
this set of connections was propagated to all other neurons by translation
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selected. 2) Sequentially, for each domain, the sum
∑
j JijSj
and the total field htot is calculated. 3) Thermodynami-
cally, eq. (6.25) is used to evaluate probabilistically weather















= −hadapi (t) + χSi(t)θ(Si(t)) (7.8b)
Pr(Si) =
exp{htoti Si/T }




PLOTTING AND INPUT FOR A NEW ITERATION: numerical results
of the step before are plotted and each input is plugged in
again in the previous step.
There are two main phases in the process of exploration:
• Physical: learning the environments physically explored
• Mental: recalling an already learnt path or finding a new
route
The motion in the physical exploration is performed with the
bump driven by an external localized field, the “place field”
discussed in section 5.1 which represents the point the animal
wants to reach. This externally localized field modifies the en-
ergy landscape of the system creating a minimum of the poten-
tial. The global effect will be a bump of activity that will move
along the network attracted by the localized external place field.
Once the bump reaches the place field another field appears in
another position of the network and the bump moves again to
reach it. If the joint firing of the bump and of the place field is
greater than some certain threshold, the system will learn that
position and the route done and the next place field will ap-
pear in another position. The motion along the network layer
that maps the physical space is performed by an activity bump,
that physically or ideally represents the position of the animal
in some environment. Are analyzed two different mechanisms
than can destabilize the bump attractor and cause the bump to
move:
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• adaptation field proposed in the spin glass picture as an ab-






= −hadapi (t) + χSi(t)θ(Si(t))
In the next section are shown the results obtained using these
two computational features.
7.4 LEARNING TRAJECTORIES
In sections 4.6 we have seen how the system be imbued with
a weight matrix that allows a cascade of explored states to be
successively recalled. Learning trajectories is the first step prior
to mental exploration. To do this, I proceeded in different steps:
1. Initializing the system with internal fields in random states
the between −0.05 and 0.05, with each spin depending on
the sign of the voltage.
2. Initializing a general matrix for the spatial navigation: trough
the Hebbian learning constitute a weight matrix that has
each position of the space as a fixed point.
3. Inserting for the short time of 10 cycles a localized gaus-
sian field hinit ∼ h1 in order to stimulate the rising of an
activity bump.
4. Letting the bump move on the network surface as it “looks”
for the local place field.
5. When the bump explores the system “finds” the local field
the previous covered path is “learned”: stored in another
weight matrix J ′.
6. These last two point steps are repeated until the environ-
ment is fully explored.
The external field behaved as outlined in section 5.1: on the sys-
tem acts a gaussian field with an offset component that repre-
sents the spatial location the animal wants to reach. Looking at
the evolution of the system, step by step we could determine in
which domain the joint activity of the place field and the inter-
nal field was greater than some given threshold and learn this
contribution ∆J ′ij in a new weight matrix J
′










j ) Jii = 0 (7.9)
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Then, once the position was learned, another field appears in
a nearby position, allowing for the long sequences that make
up a path to be stored. In the following sections, we will com-
pare results the model with adaptation to the model with Heb-
bian learning of transitions in sequences that is explained in sec-
tion 4.6. To that purpose it is important to compute the second










j ) Jii = 0 (7.10)
Depending on rate of adaptation in the system the bump can
move faster or slower to reach the target given by the external
field. Nevertheless we need to choose parameters such that the
bump of activity does not move too fast. For a biological system
to “learn” a given spatial position, it needs to stay in that posi-
tion for sufficient time. In our simulations we chose this time
as 5 time steps. In this first stage in both approaches, similar
algorithms in constructing the weight matrix have been adopted
so that we will consider now just the most common features.
7.5 RECALLING TRAJECTORIES
It was presented how the system can explore different routes
driven by the local place field. Now is analyzed better the second
phase: how the animal can perform a recall of a learned path in
order to move in the physical space. In this section are shown
some computational capabilities of the system in simulating the
evolution of a network that has learned routes with different
topology and comparing results obtained with the adaptation
current with those obtained with the transition matrix.
Are studied now the behaviors of the system considering the
evolution with the normal weight matrix plus the transition term
and has been observed that good results can be obtained even
in the asynchronous dynamics although this system has some
limitation for paths with special topology, like crossroads. Can
happen that some exploration will cover two times a small part
of the trajectory. In this case the system, can enter in a closed
orbit loop so that some pattern will recall a already covered path
and the state of the system will not go out from these few states.
To solve this problem is proposed a modification of the transition
term.
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(a) With adaptation (b) With transition term
Figure 19: (a)Recalling a square path with the adaptation field. Param-
eters of the system: hext = −0.17, τ = 105, χ = 1, T = 0.1.
Clockwise motion. Other simulations show also anti clock-
wise motion (b) Recalling a square path with the transition
matrix. Plot of the maximum of the activity for each differ-
ent time steps, maxima close in time are linked. Parameters
of the system: hext = −0.17, T = 0.1, λ = 0.5. Clockwise
motion.
7.5.1 Simple paths
At the begining of section 7.3 I described the algorithm used
in updating the system. The system’s dynamics and the update
rule remain the same during mental recall; to start the system,
it is always initialized with a localized gaussian field that disap-
pear after 10 time steps. As a first example a square path was
chosen for recall: it represents a simple path of a generic explo-
ration. One can imagine it as a path along which the animal can
find the desired target.
With the adaptation field the network behaved as in 19(a)
while, after learning the transitions between locations during
learning, the network without adaptation behaved as in 19(b)
during recall. The system was initialized in some point of the
track with a small localized gaussian field which was removed
after 10 time steps. I also set the system with a static and nega-
tive homogeneous external field to decrease the threshold for the
“firing”. Results with the temporal sequences method is slower
(to cover the lap it takes 120 time steps instead of 80 with the
adaptation field, but other combination can be found setting the
transition parameter λ) and more precise since the path is cov-
ered more uniformly.
The great difference is conceptual. In this second way we
build the matrix to get a system that could run trough a tem-
poral sequence of some given patterns. In other words we don’t
teach to the system a given path but also the way of recalling it,
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like the direction and the speed (which is controlled by chang-
ing the transition parameter λ). The case shown in figure 19(a),
where the path was path covered by a bump driven by the adap-
tation field. Two different directions of the bump motion were
observed: clockwise or anti-clockwise, depending on which neu-
rons were updated first in the asynchronous dynamics. To ex-
plain better the main difference between the two mechanisms of
exploration let’s suppose the network has stored different pat-
terns:
A,B,C,D, F,G, . . .
where neighborhoods letters are also neighborhoods paths in the
mental space. Suppose that the system with the transition term
learned transitions from A → B → . . . . In this case, we could
have just the sequence:
A → . . . → B
↑ ↓
. . . . . .
↑ ↓
D ← . . . ← C
When the mechanism of learned transition is replaced by the
adaptation we could have two different sequences:
A → . . . → B
↑ ↓
. . . . . .
↑ ↓
D ← . . . ← C
A ← . . . ← B
↓ ↑
. . . . . .
↓ ↑
D → . . . → C
Once either a forward or reverse direction of bump motion arises
under adaptation, that direction is maintained. The adaptation
field modifying the energy landscape to prevent the bump re-
versing its direction in mid-course. Learning transitions using
Hebbian sequences suffers no such restriction; in principle, the
system could learn a loop:
A→ B→ A→ B→ . . . (7.11)
Biologically, adaptation is omnipresent in the majority of neu-
rons; by assisting in the recall of sequences of learned patterns,
it can also play a powerful computational role. Once again, by
turning the rate of adaptation, we can change the speed of recall.
7.5.2 Paths with crossroads
Qualitatively a greater difference can be observed if the path to
recall contains one or more crossroads. Specifically I examined
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(a) The internal field (b) The energy landscape
Figure 20: Recalling of a cross path when two crossing paths were
stored. Typical situation of bump splitting in two bumps:
one is moving rightward, the other bottom-ward.
the case in which two paths intersect orthogonally, creating a
“cross pattern”. It was studied the case of a cross pattern. In
such cross the qualitative behavior between the two approaches
is very different, here it matters the sequence of storing.
ADAPTATION FIELD Even if sporadically the big bump divided
into two smaller bumps propagating along different branches of
the cross, then one of them became grater and at the end just
one bump remained, with the same shape and amplitude of the
previous bump as it has prior to reach the crossroads. The adap-
tation determines the kind of trajectory the bump will follow as
the behavior of the system can be understood qualitatively by
looking at the adiabatic energy profile subject to an adaptation
field. Initialing the system with a localized field on a branch
makes the directions of the first steps equal in energy, so every
direction is equally likely. It depends of which neurons will be
updated that the bump selects one branch to move and proceeds
to cover the path assuming its compact shape. Nevertheless at
the crossroad the bump sometimes split in two different bumps.
A typical situation of splitting is described in figure 20
TRANSITION TERM I analyze the case of a system in which the
role of the adaptation is played by the transition term. When the
path to recall is trivial we have seen that patterns are recalled in
the same order they are stored. The case of a path with cross-
roads is a bit more complicated but the system shows the capa-
bility to cover the sequence learned. Some complications arise
when the bump is the crossroads. Suppose the system learns the
path in sequences the following way:










The crossing B belongs to two different paths: one isA→ B→ C,


















i ). In the sequence of patterns mentioned before
this means that when the activity bump fires on the pattern B,
the asynchronous dynamics will excite neurons of patterns C




C→ C1 → . . .
E→ E1 → . . .
(7.13)
Just near the cross in B the activity pattern can bifurcate and
explore both the branches identically. This is what is observed
in the simulations.
However complete sequences of patterns can be opportunely
constructed by adding to the transition term another term takes
into account the transition to the pattern following the next one.
























With the weight matrix of this form the bump of activity can
recall the sequence as originally traversed during exploration,
even when stored paths cross each other. Further terms in order




I showed two different ways to produce temporal sequences
of correlated paths in a two-dimensional network that map onto
spatial paths: one with an adaptation field and another with a
transition term. Both methods are capable of reproducing sim-
ple and periodic sequences. In such sequences the presented
method with the adaptation field can reproduce sequences with-
out depending on the order the single patterns of the sequence
were stored. In our analysis of mental exploration such feature
can interpret the capability of the animal behavior in cover phys-
ically after the recall paths learned in the opposite direction.
Yet the adaptation term shows critical behavior with more
complicated paths, like in presence of crossroads, where the
bump can split in two different bumps because the energy in
occupying the bump states in the two different directions may
be the same. The transition term, constructed by correlating the
current pattern with the next pattern experienced, also manifests
problems that can be solved using a more complete transition
term, which takes into account also more distant correlations in
time (and hence, space).
The challenge now is: can we construct a adaptive term that
does not lose the capability of the system in recall paths in the
opposite direction with respect to the learned one, and has no
critical behavior in proximity of the crossroads? In the next is
presented a possible solution to such problem is presented.
8 A M IXED MODEL : ADAPTAT IONAND TRANS IT ION TERM
The classical model for recalling temporal sequences can re-
liably learn spatial paths and then recall the exact sequence of
locations in the right order. Reliability, however, implies also
a lack of flexibility. When the system needs to find a novel or
useful path that, for instance, is short, fast, or easy to take, then
flexibility is a useful property. Mental exploration that relies
on adaptation, while strongly motivated by the evidence from
neuronal behavior, is strongly susceptible to noise can have a
destructive behavior in presence of some particular crossroad or
other complicated routes, when the single bump splits in two
smaller bums which decay quickly. To have both reliability and
flexibility, we decided to fuse the two models. The biological
interpretation is the following: as the animal explores, it learns
about not just position in space but also, by maintaining a de-
caying memory trace of previous locations in the neural activity
representation of space, is able to learn about the chain of loca-
tions visited [71]. This decaying memory trace can underline the
Hebbian transition term in the learning of the synaptic weight
matrix.
At the same time the presence of adaptation currents favors
those neurons to fire spikes that have not fired in the past; its
ubiquitous presence implies that not only the recapitulation of
old, well trodden paths is possible, but also that new paths can
be synthesized. The two mechanisms, sequence learning and fir-
ing rate adaptation, complement each other. The adaption field
keeps “memory” of the system’s history: the long time scale of
the adaptation field can prevent a bump from traveling an al-
ready explored path again. This phenomenon could happen if
just the transition term is present, but not the adaptation. In the
model with both adaptation and transition terms in the coupling
the total field on each neuron is the contribution of four different
parts:
• The external field hext
• The internal field of the normal weight matrix hi = JijSj
• The field of the transition matrix hti = JijSj(t− t ′)
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• The adaptation field hadap




















































= −hadapi (t) + χSi(t)θ(Si(t)) (8.1d)
Pr(Si) =
exp{htoti Si/T }




The transition term need no longer be as strong as before to
make the bump move along an explored path. Nonetheless, a
weaker Jt term will still be used to generate a preferred direction,
in cases in which two or more explored paths intersect. Notwith-
standing the preferred direction bias, the adaptation field should
have the capability to draw the bump out of path in case of cross-
road. The idea is the following: in case the path has not already
been covered, at the preferred direction will be the one taken
when the path was learned during the physical exploration, oth-
erwise the adaptation current will drive the bump toward the
direction with lowest energy. Therefore, the two fields should
obey:
hadap & ht
The set of coupled equation (8.1) produces an adaptation that
always pushes down the system in a time scale τ while the tran-
sition part plays an essential role in driving the bump in critical
points, like crossroads.
For instance in the evolution with just the transition field as
shown in figures 21, is represented the activity state of the sys-
tem and the energy landscape: we can see here how the bump of
activity will proceed upward due to the lower energy landscape.
The motion of the bump follows the same sequence of storing:
D→ B→ A→ . . .→ E→ B→ C. It graphically corresponds to:
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(a) Internal field (b) Energy landscape
Figure 21: Recalling of a cross path. The motion of the bump in prox-
imity of the crossroad. The energy profile shows how the
bump will approach the cross upward. Parameters of the










If there is no particular initial condition the motion of the bump
will follow the direction given by the transition term. With some
particular initial condition it is possible to initialize the motion
of the bump in the opposite direction respect the learned one.
This can be achieved adding to the initial gaussian field also a
short field that favorites the motion to the opposite direction of
learned path like plotted in figure 23.
Then, once that the motion of the bump is initialized it will
continue its path till the crossroad. At this point, since there
is no other external field acting on the bump, it will prefer the
direction of the learned sequence. Coming back to the cross
roads the bump will move towards the first branch covered. Fig-
ures 22 show for the same transition term used before the mo-
tion of the bump. Now the sequence performed covers two
branches in the opposite direction respect of the original se-
quence: C → B → A → . . . → E → B → D. It graphically
corresponds to:
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(a) Internal field (b) Energy landscape
Figure 22: Recalling of a cross path. The motion of the bump in prox-
imity of the crossroad. The energy profile shows how the
bump will approach the cross upward. (a) Parameters of
the system: h0 = −0.15, λ = 0.1, τ = 100, χ = 2, T = 0.1.
External field to produce the motion toward the opposite










8.1 RECALL WITH A TARGET
In the previous chapters the examples show how different ap-
proaches can lead to different ways of recalling a trained path.
These mechanisms can be useful and can be applied to the re-
calling of sequences in the general theory of neural networks.
The mechanisms we showed works without problems for triv-
ial learned paths without crossroads, while for path with cross-
roads different terms in the dynamics showed different behavior.
In particular the introduction of a excitatory field to produce the
motion toward one specific direction played a key role.
To achieve a complete model of mental exploration we need
more: we would like to have a system which by initializing it in
some point of a physical stored path with an activity bump can
evolve autonomously to a stable state represents the desired tar-
get, the target field. A real paradigm of mental exploration should
take into count how a human being or animal decides between
the paths explored. For instance, the choice could amount to
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Figure 23: Energy landscapes modified by an external field. Field used
to stimulate the motion toward the opposite direction of the
learned path. Such field has the role of decrease the energy
and attract the bump during its exploration of the system.
the shortest possible route, or the path that minimizes the total
energy required to traverse it. A biologically plausible mecha-
nism for selecting a path once the weight matrix is set by heb-
bian learning is not in accordion to do calculations to select a
good or useful route a priori. Instead, we will reintroduce an
external place field, this centered on the target location that the
animal wants to reach physically. This field decreases the energy
landscape, causing it to attract the bump during its surrounding.
Figure 23 shows how this field modifies the energy landscape.
The bump during the mental exploration, will no longer choose
any path, but tend to choose shorter (and more useful) path to
the target. A similar idea is pursued in TD reinforcement learn-
ing [72–74], which associates a reward to locations nearby to the
true reward, but whose value decays with distance. Let’s an-
alyze now the properties of this target field more qualitatively,
asking what the optimal properties of the target field should be
and providing some results regarding the network’s computa-
tional capabilities. The external field should be:
• associated with the target location and bias the evolution
of the path toward the minimum
• positive: in order to decrease the energy landscape and set
a minimum on the point of the path
• weak: a field that is too strong cause a bump to appear at
the target location, but what we want to create a slight bias,
not induce a new bump where it is located. We will use
a target whose strength is ∼ 50% of the constant external
field h0
• width with an appropriate spatial extent: too small, and
the activity bump will not “feel” its presence, too large
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(a) (b)
Figure 24: Recalling a random path with a mixed model and a local
place field with σ = 2.6 A = 0.15 localized on the red point.
Plot of the maximum of the activity for different time steps.
Bump initialized with a gaussian field σ = 1.3, A = 1.7
localized in the green point. The red point is the local field
that represents the target. The color scale of the learned
paths depends on the direction it is learned: it follows from
rd to blue and it is initialized for every sequence of 10 steps.
(a) Parameters of the system: hext = −0.47, T = 0.1, λ = 0.1,
χ = 3, χ1 = 2. (b) Parameters of the system: hext = −0.37,
T = 0.1, λ = 0.15
and the bias will be too uniform across the network. Good
compromise for σ ∼ 10%
√
N, where σ is the width of the
coupling matrix in the network, and N is the total number
of the neurons
With the introduction of this field some results have been ob-
tained. Figure 24(a) shows a mental exploration for a system
that learned a maze-like environment. In this simulation the
transition term was weak and did not prevent the bump from
moving in the reverse direction to the one that had been learned
during exploration: both forward and backward recall were pos-
sible. Here the adaptation field plays the major role in pushing
the bump along the path. The different colors in the figure repre-
sent the sense in which these branches are learned: the conven-
tion is from red to blue1. It is possible to notice how the profile of
the bump tends to follow those branches that were learned dur-
ing the physical exploration phase: the figure shows also that in
presence of a cross roads, thank to the weak transition term, it
prefers a particular direction to another.
Another example is showed in figure 25(a). Here the bump
jumps between two neighboring paths. The path taken in figures
1 A dark red point is drawn every time the animal during the exploration
chooses one direction. It keeps that direction for about 10 time steps
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(a) (b)
Figure 25: Recalling a random path with a mixed model and a local
place field with σ = 2.6 A = 0.15 localized on the magenta
point. Plot of the maximum of the activity for different
time steps. Bump initialized with a gaussian field σ = 1.3,
A = 1.7 localized in the green point. In red is plotted the
memorized path. (a) Parameters of the system: hext =
−0.37, T = 0.1, λ = 0.15, χ = 4 (b) No success in recalling
a path and find a novel route. Parameters of the system:
hext = −0.37, T = 0.1, λ = 0.2, χ = 4
is not always the shortest one. The reason lies in how the differ-
ent dynamical attractors contribute to the path of the bump. The
path taken by the activity bump is longer because one stretch of
the trajectory follows a very marked path that the system has
memorized. The analogy is apparent: this is when we choose
not the shortest path but the one we know better.
8.1.1 Limitations of the model
The model proposed can perform a mental exploration for dif-
ferent kinds of patterns. The adaptation adds to the transition
term the feature of recalling paths in a different order respect to
the memorized one.
The model proposed has some limitations: the exploration of
useful routes can not occur if the path to take is not learned, that
is, when no contiguous or nearly contiguous path to the target
location can be constructed from the set of paths already learned.
In the last cases two new routes arise from the bump jumping
from one path to a nearby path. In figure 25(b), for example,
the local field was localized in a path not directly linked with
the environment the bump was initialized. In the figure three
routes that were explored are represented, but none of these has
reached the target.
9 CONCLUS IONS AND FUTURE PER-SPECT IVES
This thesis concerned the study of a model for mental explo-
ration using methods from Physics. Two different approaches
have been analyzed for a system with symmetric connections:
both of them give important informations about the system.
The first system studied was a spin glass type neural network,
where neuron has just two different possible states to fire or not
fire. With this assumption the system is completely analogous
to a Ising spin system, so that we can associate each neuron to a
spin state. Spin glasses and attractor neural networks have a Lya-
punov (energy) function that determines their dynamics. Using
this theory, I have explicitly implemented learning rules for con-
structing a weight matrix that describes the synaptic couplings
between neurons and that can store every position of the physi-
cal space in an equivalent mental space of the network. Since a
path to be stored and recalled should be an attractor of the sys-
tem, the network has many stable points that make up the path
covered during the physical exploration. During the subsequent
phase of mental exploration, an additional adaptation process
pushes the bump out of local minima leading to a motion of the
bump that globally explores a topographic neural representation
of the environment. The bump propagation can be understood
using the energy function. Without adaptation, a bump is sta-
ble everywhere and the energy of the system is independent
of bump location, as the energy landscape is flat. The adap-
tive system has no strictly defined energy function, unless we
“freeze” the adaptive parameters; in this way one can talk about
an adiabatic energy function. Exploring the physical space the
system can build a weight matrix and store all the paths it covers.
We performed simulations thinking at this knowing phase as a
bump of activity which represents mentally the position of the
animal and a localized gaussian external field which represents
a given stimulus for the animal in reach a position not far from
it. This field modifies the energy landscape and can attract lo-
cally the activity bump, so that the weight matrix globally stores
the path followed by the animal. Simulation of this phase were
performed and even complicated paths could be stored in the
weight matrix.
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As second step I studied how a path can be recalled as a pre-
cise sequence of single patterns. For this purpose I analyzed
f different ways of recalling: after having studied the old way
of recalling paths using a transition matrix as well built in the
first phase, I analyzed the computational capabilities of the sys-
tem also in the case of asynchronous dynamics. However this
method has the limitation that it cannot “choice" some sequence,
but just recall patterns in the same order in which the patterns
were stored. Some different behaviors could be observed if a
location appeared two times in the same sequence: in this case,
thanks to asynchronous dynamics, the activity can bifurcate in
the two branches, depending on the symmetry of the system.
I proposed a solution in achieving a complete recall of the se-
quence by adding to the transition term the correlations to the
pattern following the next one.
Then I analyzed the behavior of the system using just the adap-
tation field. In this case the bump can move forward and back-
ward (so that the animal can come back from A to B if it learns
how to reach B from A): with the adaptation field the system
keeps the memory of the covered path so that it will cover pref-
erentially new paths.
Other results can be obtained in a new mixed model of the
two previous terms: an adaptation and a transition field. In this
way, if the transition term is weak the system will cover the path
driven by the adaption and by the transition field. Thanks to the
adaptation field that gives a memory to the system so that al-
ready taken paths are avoided and simple paths can be explored
completely. I also analyzed the possibility of recalling reverse
sequences: these were obtained if the bump had a driving field
that can overcome the directional bias of the transition term.
Furthermore, I showed a possible and biologically plausible
model to achieve a useful mental exploration: the target point
is interpreted as a local weak field that modifies the energy of
the system so that the moving bump of activity which explores
the system can take useful directions to reach the target. Results
show that the target can be reached: perhaps a better adaptation
field can help in a better modeling.
By treating networks with graded response neurons, I showed
mathematically how a macroscopic equation for the system emerges
and describes globally the system with an amplitude equation
for the activity of the network in proximity of the critical point.
This approach relates physically the characteristics of the bump
with the property of the connection. In the analysis done, the
bump emerges as a collective property of the system and it
is possible to study, given the properties of the weight kernel,
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which modes will be unstable. Numerically I proved the accor-
dance between the theory and the observed behavior.
If the number of instable modes is larger the amplitude equa-
tion corresponds to a Landau-Ginzburg equation near the criti-
cal point. In particular I was interested in how the adaptation
modifies the amplitude equation of the system. Now the adapta-
tion is interpreted as a current and inserting it in the amplitude
equation I showed how the macroscopic equation of the system
has the same structure as the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model that de-
scribes the evolution of a single neuron. Looking at small pertur-
bations of the system I studied the propagation of solitary waves
and I related the velocity to the Fourier coefficients of the synap-
tic weight matrix. The treatment of graded response neuron
based on connective fluids gives to such a description an elegant
and intuitive structure that can be pursued in the future: the
propagation of a solitary wave as a mechanism of exploration,
as trial simulations underlined, is a good promise of the efficacy
of such analysis.
Many technological applications have been implemented and
built from results obtained in neurosciences and in particular
from the area that concerns the study of the perception of space:
robots, artificial intelligences, navigation systems. The spin glass
approach used, in view of its simplicity, can be easily imple-
mented in analog and digital circuits. Many autonomous naviga-
tion systems mimic the navigation system of the animals, which
makes modeling of these phenomena in discrete response sys-
tem important. From another point of view such an approach
can keep the link between statistical physics and the new fron-
tiers of the neurobiology.
The graded response approach offers the capability of reduc-
ing N coupled non-linear integro-differential equation to one
macroscopic equation for the amplitude and phase of emergent
patterns of activity in the system. This result allows a great sim-
plification of the system and makes it possible to simulate larger
networks by just studying the macroscopic equation.
Other challenges can be still pursued. For one, animals nav-
igate in search of reward, so the connection between reinforce-
ment learning and the representation of the brain ought to be
explored further. It is also extremely interesting to investigate
the macroscopic equation for the global system that in pres-
ence as adaptation has the same form of the Fitzhugh-Nagumo
model that describe the dynamics for one single neuron.Doing
this work has been a great experience, not only in working in
a personal project but within a research group. I had the pos-
sibility to learn about the breadth and depth of the many dif-
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ferent issues in the neurosciences. The field of modeling neuro-
biological processes is fascinating and the theoretical physics of-
fer a wide range of possibilities in interpreting new phenomena
with well-established models. This class of problems represents
a new frontier for all the branches of the sciences. Now more
than in the past the necessity for intensive cooperation between
the various scientific disciplines has become paramount: there
are many things to do and many problems to solve.
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